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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most interesting and challenging problems to confront 

those interested in the learning process in recent years is the entire 

area of the self-instructional device 9 or "teaching machine." The idea 

of the teaching machine is not new, for Pressey (49) in 1926 wrote con

cerning a device he had developed, and at the same time indicated that 

he had had such a device in mind for "a number of years." After this 

introduction by Pressey, the teaching machine movement lay dormant for 

several years with only an occasional article written that had any direct 

relationship to this area. This was not to last indefinitely, however, 

because during the past ten years the interest has gradually been growing 

to the point that at the present time this movement demands consideration. 

It is difficult to identify precisely why this has been the casev 

but a few reasons might be suggested. The demand on education is greater 

now than it has ever been before (47, 57): there are more people wanting 

education, there are more students receiving education, the percentage 

of school-age persons participating is increasing 9 and the teacher-pupil 

ratio is not remaining at a desirable level. To further intensify this 

problem, much more is being demanded. from education in the general areas 

of curriculum and desired levels of competence. Since this presents the 

educational system with the obvious task of keeping abreast of these 

demands, the educator has been forced to search for more effective and 

efficient methods of instruction. Glaser (28) in his review suggests 

that the trend is toward closer cooperation and coordination of effort 

between "educational psycholor,y" and the "science of learning." The 



experiment ali s t ;ind t he learning tl 1eorist are working more closely 

together on training and learning problems than they ever have before. 
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A final reason for this increased interest, according to Holland (31), 

is that in the past the interest has been largely on the device itself, 

but in recent .years this has shifted to focus upon the fact that a 

person's behavior can be altered in situations outside of the laboratory 

by the application and utilization of certain psychological principles. 

These same principles can be incorporated in the teaching machine. 

Not only is this movement intriguing, but it presents a great 

challenge, for there are a great number of problems, first to be identi

fied, and second to be solved. From all indications this interest will 

not dissipate, but rather will become more universal with widespread 

implications for the student, the teacher, the administrator, the psy

chologist, and the parent (4, 18 , 47). The implications are not confined 

to t hose associated with a school setting, for as Skinner (57) indicates 

there is additional application in home study, industrial training, 

military trainin g, and special education of the exceptional individual. 

No doubt there are others but this will serve to illustrate the potentially 

wide-spread effects. 

Statement of the Problem 

The present interest in teaching machines is relatively new9 and 

consequently the writing in this area has been largely speculative con

cerning problems, limitations, implications, and advantages, 

There have been some stu dies designed to determine the effect of 

the machine in certain learning situ a tions, or to investigate some of the 

other obvious problems. However, to a great extent these studies have, 

among other things, suffered from poor experimental control, control of 
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previous knowledge of the subject matter, designs inadequate to provide 

an analysis of the learner, equating of initial proficiency of experi

mental and control groups , control of motivation, and of the novelty 

effect or the time spent in study (9). Pressey (51) feels it important 

to design research to incorporate control and experimental groups in as 

normal a situation as possible. He suggests that large sections in 

certain college courses are ideal for such experimentations. It is 

impossible to control and measure all of these variables in any one 

study, but it is hoped that this study has been so designed as to control 

a good many of them. 

Objectives 

The overall objectives of this study are twofold: to determine the 

effectiveness of the machine as a study aid at the college level, and to 

determine, if possible 9 for whom the machine is best suited. 



REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The primary objective of this review is to provide the reader with 

a basic understanding of the literature written on teaching machines. 

It is desirable at this point in teaching machine research that the 

interested person be provided with some idea of the entire scope, as 

opposed to a more restricted review that may very well be expected at 

such a time as the area matures and becomes somewhat better defined 0 

It has been suggested by Barlow (5) that the teaching machine 

method can be discussed under two headings: the machine itself, and the 

program to be put into the machine. This dichotomy is also supported by 

Carr (9) with the exception that he includes learner characteristics as 

being an important variable. In view of the nature of the existing 

literature this review will follow the suggestion of Barlow. This does 

not mean that the characteristics of the learner will be neglected, for 

these will be considered in connection with the other twoo In addition 

to the basic sections on the machine and the program, there will be 

included a section on the relationship of machines and programing to the 

learning process and a section on the results of previous studies. The 

reader is informed at the outset that the lines separating these various 

subject areas are often very thin, and consequently, in some cases, there 

may appear to be some overlap. 
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Teaching Machines 

Introduction 

Technological advances in the field of education are falling into 

two general areas (18): technological growth as it pertains to group 

instruction, which includes devices such as television, radio, films, 

etc.; and technological growth as it pertains to individual instruction. 

It is within this latter category that the teaching machine is placed. 

In this regard, Barlow (4, p. 15) states "the central aim of this new 

medium of instruction is to duplicate functionally a person to person 

relationship in every possible way." Porter (45), in discussing the 

proper place of the teaching machine in relation to other devices, 

classifies all instructional devices into three categories. 

1. Stimulus devices~ which are designed to present information to 

the subject in one way or another. Falling into this category would be 

phonographs and braille, for example. Because of the nature of their 

purpose, they should be referred to as teaching aids. 

2. Response devices, which are those devices such as typewriters 

and desk calculators which provide the subject with practice and activity. 

These devices, however, do not in and of themselves provide subject 

matter and, therefore, should also be referred to as teaching aids. 

J. Stimulus-response devices, which may appropriately be referred 

to as teaching devices. They gain this distinction because they not only 

present information to the subject, but they require some response. In 

addition, in responding, the device generally takes into consideration 

the behavior of the subject. It requires no special attention fr om the 

teacher other than maintenance. Teaching machines 9 as we shall refer to 

them, fall into this category. Porter (45) further categorizes the 
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sti mulu s -res ponse devices into: the s imul ator which requires, from time 

to time, some appropriate response from the learner, but provides no 

feedback ; the immediate reinforcer which presents a problem and provides 

immediate knowledge of results after the response--this is learner paced; 

and the pacer which is machine paced in that after the problem has been 

presented, the machine-after a given period of time-provides feedback of 

the correct response even if the learner has not responded. 

Another way in which teaching machines differ from some of the more 

conventional teaching aids such as booksP blackboards, workbooks, flash 

cards, etc. , is that the machine enables the teacher to exercise more 

control over the learning situation ( J1 , 47). 

Characteristics common to all teaching devices 

There are several different kinds of teaching devicesg each having 

its own unique characteristics, Some of these devices will be considered 

l ater in the review. There are, however, certain characteristics that 

are common to all teaching devices , Three writers ( 12, J9 1 47) indicate 

that teaching machines must meet the following qua l ifications: 

1. Present certain information to the subject in the form of 

questions, exercises, etc . that will require a response on the part of 

the subject. 

2 . The student is required to make some response to the subject 

information presented, and the machine must provide the facilities neces

sary for the response. 

J . The machine must provide immediate feedback (knowledge of results) 

to the student concerning the correctness of his response. 

Lumsdaine ( J9) adds the additiona l point that the machine must allow 

the student to move through the material at his own rate of speed. 

In another approach to the common characteristics of teaching 
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devices, Carr (9) lists as being common, display or input characteristics 1 

response or output characteristics~ and reinforcement characteristicso 

Silberman (56), using the same approach as Carr, lists four common char

acteristics. 

1. The output unit which is concerned with the presentation of 

information to the student--this includes the presentation of the correct 

answer to the student as well as the initial presentation of the problem 

to be solved. 

2. The input unit which is designed to provide a means by which 

the student can place his response into the machine. 

J. The storage unit which is desir,ned to provide storage for the 

information in the machine. 

4, The control unit which decides specifically what the machine 

will do under various situations- - this includes such things as space 9 

sequence order, and amount of information, 

Silberman (56) also makes the point that the complexity of the 

machine depends to a large extent upon the Roal or objectives for which 

the machine has been designed, 

Specific teaching machines 

Present teaching machine methods center around either the method of 

Sidney L. Pressey or the met hod of B. F. Skinner . This division is 

referred to by writers (18, 22) as the Skinner - Pressey dichotomy. This 

dichotomy will be discussed in more detail in the section on programming, 

but it is significant at this point to mention the basic disagreement 

between Pressey and Skinner as it relates to the machine itself . 

Pressey ' s device (9, 22 , J9, 49, 56, 57) presents multiple choice 

questions to the subject. Upon reading a question the student pushes 

the button that corresponds to the alternative selected. I f correct, the 



student moves to the next itemj but if incorrPct, he must continue to 

respond until he selects the correct answer. 
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Skinner's device (5, Jl, JG, 56, 57) also presents questions to the 

student , but it is important in this case that the machine be designed 

to allow the student to construct his own response . After constructing 

his ans wer, the student is then allowed to compare his answer with the 

programmed answer within the machine. 

The basic difference then. is that in Pressey 1 s method the student 

selects his response from a set of alternatives, and in Skinner's method 

the student must construct his responsP. Though present day teaching 

machines each have their unique characteristics, they all are essentially 

designed to employ one or the other of these methods. The fact that there 

is a difference in methods suggests an obvious question (J9) as to which 

device is best, the device allowing for multiple choice items, or the 

device allowing for student construction of his answer . There is a wide 

dive r gence of opinion in this regard. It perhaps should be mentioned at 

this point, lest there be some misunderstanding, that there are sever~l 

features common to both methods (57). Both feel that the student should 

play an active role in the learning process, that the machine should 

provide feedback? and that the student shou l d be allowed by the machine 

to move at his own rate of speedo 

In reviewing the different kinds of devices , this writer has split 

them on the basis of the two previously mentioned teaching machine 

methods. 

Devices providing for multiple choice responses.--Pressey (49) 

describes a device about the size of a small typewriter in which is placed 

a program consisting of multiple choice items. As the subject reads the 

question he indicates his response by pushing one of four keys . If 
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correct~ a new question appears in the window~ if incorrect, the subject 

must continue to make his selections until the correct choice is madeo 

The device may be transformed into a testing machine by manipulating a 

lever on the back of the machine: however, in so doing the subject 

receives no knowledge of results. In both cases, however, a record of 

errors made is kept by the machine. This machine is the basic Pressey 

machine to which the literature makes extensive reference (9, 39, 49, 56, 

57) 0 

Two years later Pressey (48) describes a modification in his earlier 

machine in which an item may be eliminated by the machine, after the sub

ject gives the correct answer twice in succession. 

Several investigators (2, 7, 19, 52) have reported using a punch

board device designed to provide knowledge of results to multiple choice 

items. Briggs (7) refers to this as a "pocket tutor." This is a rela

tively small device, about three by five inches. The device has a face 

and a back cover with sufficient room between them to place a key indi

cating correct and incorrect answers. On the face cover are several 

rows of four holes each. The subject is provided with a list of multiple

choice questions, and to each of the questions he indicates his response 

by placing a pencil in the appropriate holP. In most cases, a plain 

sheet of paper is placed between the key and the face cover of the device 

to prevent obtaining a cue to the correct answer by looking at the key. 

With Briggs' (?) device, the correct answer is indicated when the pencil 

does not penetrate the paper covering the keyo If an answer is wrong~ 

the pencil point will penetrate the paper, thus providing an accurate 

record of the number of errors made. In Pressey's punchboard device (52), 

the correct answer is indicated by the pencil making a deep penetration 

through the paper into a hole in the answer key. If the response is 
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incorrect, the pencil point barely breaks the surface of the key covering 

the sheet of paper. Not all punchboard devices, however, utilize the 

Briggs and Pressey methods of indicating the correctness of a resp onse . 

Freeman ( 19) reports using a punchboard device employing an electrical 

stylus. When the stylus is touched to the key , a pen light would glow 

indicating the correctness of the response. 

Holland (J1) describes two devices employing the multiple choice 

method. One is a relatively elementary machine that is to be used with 

pre-school children; in this case the subject is to select the approp 

riate answer from three alternatives. The other device described by 

Holland (J1) is used with lower organisms such as the pigeon. The pigeon 

selects the proper name plate for a given color with food serving as 

reinforcement. In humans, knowledr,e of results usually is sufficient 

reinforcement. 

Keislar (J6) used an adaptation of the Film Rater used by the Navy. 

Items were presented on a viewing plate utilizing a "Kodachrome strip

film" to which the subject responded by pressing one of five buttons . If 

correct, a green light would flash and the subject would advance to the 

next item; however, if incorrect, a red light would flash and the subject 

would be required to make additional responses until he made the correct 

selectiono 

Devices providing for constructed responsesQ--The Skinner machine, 

to which much attention is given in the literature (5~ J1, J9, 56, 57), 

also presents a series of questions one at a time . As the student reads 

a question, he constructs, by writing, his response in the space provided 

to the right of the question. After answering the question , he works 

the machine and his response moves under a transparent cover to prevent 

any correction or chanRe in the constructed answer. At the same time, 
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the correct answer appears allowing the student to compare his response 

with the correct answer. If the two answers are comparable, the student 

works the machine in such a way that the item will not be presented 

again, and the next question appears. When an answer is wrong, the 

question remains in the machine, and is presented after all of the 

remaining items are presented. This process continues until the student 

responds correctly to all of the items. If the student works the machine 

to indicate a correct answer, the machine punches a hole along side the 

response to indicate which response the student felt compared favorably 

with the correct answer. 

Skinner (57) and Holland (Jl) describe a device which requires the 

student to construct his response by manipulating sliders that have 

printed numbers of letters on them. If the answer is correct after it 

has been constructed by manipulation of the sliders, the student is 

allowed to progress to the next item. If incorrect, the student mus t 

start again until such ti.me as the correct answer is given. 

Porter (46) used a machine that pr esented a question in the upper 

of two existing windows. The student reads the question, and then in 

the lower window constructs his response. Upon working the handle of the 

machine, the answer moves into the upper window and the correct answer 

is revealed in the lower window thus allowing the student to compare his 

response with the correct answer. The machine continues to feed the 

program past the two windows in this sequence until finished. 

Rath, Anderson , and Brainerd (54) describes the use of a general 

purpose digital computer , the IBM 650, in a role of simulating teaching 

machines . The student responded by typing the answer into the machine. 

The machine provided for individual differences in that it could go back 

and repeat material, or the machine could skip materialp depending upon 
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the student's previous responses. 

In presenting the various kinds of teaching machines no effort was 

made to cover all the devices previously developed, or that presently are 

in the process of development. Such would be beyond the scope of thi s 

brief review. An attempt has been made, however, to illustrate to the 

reader the unique characteristics presented in various devices. Several 

writers (1, 8 , J9, 4B, 50) have written concerning different devices and 

it is suggested that the interested person review these sources . An 

excellent review of the existing devices, as presented by Fry, Bryan , 

and Rigney (20), is recommended to the reader. In this review the authors 

present a summary of existing devices (20, pp. 12-17), in addition to a 

bibliography, with brief descriptions of commercially developed teaching 

machines (20, PPo 75-79). 

Additional self-instructional devices 

Two non-mechanical self-instruction devices which have received 

consideration in relationship to teaching machinP.s are the "Programmed 

Textbook" (2), J4, J9) and the "Scrambled Textbook" or "TutorText" (14P 

15). 

The programmed textbook is describect by Glaser, Homme_, and Evans as 

follows: 

The programmed textbook is simply and easily described. Its 
external appearance will not differ from an ordinary textbook , 
but its interior is quite different. Each page consists usually 
of four or five panels . The sequence in which the panels are to 
be responded to is not from the top of the page to the bottom 
as in a conventional textb ook; but only one panel is "read" or 
responded to before the student turns the page. The student 
begins with the top panel on page 1, i.e., Step 1; he responds 
to it, turns to page two to get his answer confirmed on the 
top panel, then goes to the top panel of page three for Step 2 0 

He responds to it , confirms his answer by turning the page , and 
so on , to the end of the unit or chapter where he is instructed 
to return to page 1 and respond to the second panel on each 
page and so on to the end of the chapter. Since each panel is 
numbered, no confusion results in this procedure . (28, pp. 2-J ) 
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Homme and Glaser (J4) point out that the main difference between 

the programmed textbook and a machine is that the book does not prohibit 

cheating. In this connection they indicate that it is not known how 

harmful cheating is to the learning process; and as techniques of pro-

grrunrning become perfected and refined, it may be that cheating will not 

be a problem. Lumsdaine (39, p. 171) supports this by posing the 

question of how important is it to make a device cheat-proof. 

The Scrambled Textbook, or TutorText, is designed to do automatic 

tutoring by utilizing a method known as "intrinsic progr...mmingo" Not 

all devices utilizing intrinsic programming are non-mechanical, however, 

for Crowder (14) refers to an elaborate mechanical device called "The 

Tutor." The Scrambled Textbook, or TutorText is the simplest form of 

all of the devices utilizing this concept. Crowder describes automatic 

tutoring as follows: 

"Automatic tutoring" is an individually-used, instructorless 
method of teaching which represents an automation of the 
classical process of individual tutoring. The student is 
given the material to be learned in small logical units 
(usu ally a paragraph or less in length) and is tested on each 
unit immediately. The test result is used automatically to 
control the material that the student sees next. If the 
student passes the test question he is automatically given 
the next unit of information and the next question. If he 
fails the test question, the preceding unit of information is 
reviewed, the nature of his error is explained to him, and he 
is retested. The test questions are multiple-choice questions 
and there is a separate set of correctional materials for each 
wrong answer that is included in the multiple choice alternative. 
(14, p. 1) 

Throughout the literature reference is made to problem areas that 

require additional research, and at this point it seems appropriate to 

suggest a few problems related to the machine that should be considered 0 

Skinner (59) poses three questions: 

1. To what extent does the use of mechanical devices lower the level 

of the student to that of an animal. 
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2 . To what exte nt will th i s form of automation br i ng about techn o

log ical unemployment. 

J. Will the cost of these devices be too great? 

Pressey (51) cau t ions against letting the machine serve a role of replace

ment rather than the r ole of an addition to the teac hing process. Another 

factor (58) to con s ider is the physical asp ects of the machines, the size 

and dimensions of frames, sets, etc. Other factors (57) include the 

relationship of the machine to other devices such as workbooks or self

scoring test forms, the effect of the machine upon the teachers role, 

and wha t are the implications of the machine upon individual differences? 

Programming 

Importance of programmi ng 

As was mentioned previously, the two major factors in the teaching 

machine process are the device itself and the program. Of these two, 

the pro ffrarn is the most important (16, 29 , JJ, 34, Jf\ 47 ). One of the 

real pro blems, expl a ining why teaching machines have not been used more 

univ ersally, is not bec ause there is an inadequate supply of machines, 

or that they are poorly desi gned, but rather because there is an insuf

ficient supply of adequate pro grams to use in t he machine (JJ, JS, 47). 

Homme and Glaser (JJ) suggest that not only do teachers lack adequate 

programs for their specific courses, but rules of programming sufficiently 

helpful to enable teachers to construct their own do not exist. Porter 

(47) feels that the design of the device is fairly well along, but that 

the problem of programming will remain indefinitely. 

The importance of the program in relation to the machine is further 

emphasized by certain writers ( 16, 29 , J4 ) who raise the question as to 

how important the machine really is in view of the fact that the emphasis 
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is placed on the program , and that the principles of programming, with 

or without the machine, are essentially the same. Those posing this 

question are the advocates of the programmed textbook. 

Homme and Glaser (JJ) feel that an investigation into programming 

and its related psychological concepts is important because the additional 

development of programming techniques should serve to stimulate research, 

as well as perhaps causing a change in the research problems encountered. 

Problems in programming 

The programming problems facing investigators are numerous and 

challenginf,. Several have written concerning these problems (4, 9, ?,41 

29, J9, 58, 61 ). Galanter presents several of the existing problems, 

most of which pertain to progra!l'lI!ling: 

1. The programming problem--what is the correct order of 
presentation of material? 

2 . The error rate problem --is there an optimum number of 
errors that should be made? 

J . The step size problem--How far apart (in some sense) 
should adjacent items of the program be spaced? 

4. The prompting problem- -sho uld prompts be usedj and if 
so how and what kind? 

5. The constructive vs. multiple choice response problems, 
6. The pacing problem --experimenter- controlled rate vs. 

self-pacing. 
?. The multiple track problem--is one program satisfactory 

for all students? 
8 . The economic problem--how much is additional education 

worth? 
9. The 1;eneralization or testing problem --h ow do you know 

that the student has learned? (24, p . J) 

Each of these problem areas posed by Galanter could be elaborated 

on in more detail. However, this will not be attempted in this review. 

The significant point is that numerous problems, of which investigators 

are aware, do exist. If the reader is interested in this area he may 

refer to references provided. Those problems that have been investigated 

will be reviewed in later sectionso 
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Programming methods 

In all of the research on proP,ramming tec},niques there does not 

appear to be any one proven method of program construction. Several 

have written concerning the problem of progra:rnming Method~, some con-

sidering concepts essential to effective prov,ramming (JJ , J8, 60) , some 

concerning specific types of programming methods (J, )J ~ 47w 60) and 

another concerning means for identifying differen t programs (6). 

Lwnsdaine (J8) feels that the first thing to do in programming is 

"to define the fiel d ." This simply means to specify in some detail the 

exact objectives, what behavioral pattern is desired to result from the 

machine procedures~ etc. Smith (60) lists eight principles which should 

be considered in nrog ram construction: 

1. Defining the objective in terms of desired beha vior 

2o Determining the steps to be used in developing t he desired behavior 

J. The introduction of the concept 

4. The "web of learn ing ," or tying the new to the old 

5. The use of prompts 

6. The application of vanishing, or cue reduction 

7. The sumrna tion which integrates the concepts into a whole 

8. The presentation of a review 

Smith (6 0) has observed that programmers tend to be of the classical 

introvertive type, and he therefore suggests that selection of program 

writers might be aided by utilizing some measure of extroversion-

introversion. 

Porter describes the programming tec hniques that have been followed 

at Harvard. The steps are: 

1. The content to be taught is broken down into a large 
number of small ~eps. 



2. Successive steps in the lesson are "prompted" by preceding 
items or by hints provided P.Xpli ci tly for that purpose. 

J. Prompts and hints are gradu ally "v;inished 11 or removed so 
that by the time a student has completed a lesson he is 
11on his own. 11 (47, p . 4) 
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The general procedure that Homme and Glaser (JJ) feel to be success-

ful in prov.ramming is that the programmer first constructs the program 

completely so that it teaches the subject matter intendedo After this 

has been done the remaining steps are all centered around refining the 

program: shortening the program without losing effectiveness; adapting 

it for different groups of people -- age, mental capacity, etc .; increasing 

the effectiveness of reinforcement; etc . 

Homme and Glaser feel that a desirable method to use in programrning 

is the 11ruleg programming system." This system is essentially that of 

first presenting a rule or principle , and then illustrating this principle 

through the presentation of several examples. 

Another method of programming refPrred to by Barlow (J) is "Conver-

sational Chaining" or 11Conversalional Programming. 11 In describing con-

versational chaining Barlow states: 

In building up a response chain we bring the S's beh avior 
under the control of a discrimin r1.tive stimul us ( required 
prior to a reinforced response). We then find that we can 
reinforce a new response by making the presentation of the 
sD contingent upon the emission of t his sec ond respo nsP. The 
second response may then, in turn , he hr0ught under the 
control of a further sD and the process thus extended. Within 
the chain each sD after the first in the chain als0 functions 
as an sR and each sR is also an sD. This is n tat all analogous 
to a self-instruction program consistin ~ of seque ~tial but dis 
crete question answer pairs. This refl ection on chaining was 
the initial basis for Conversational Programmin g . 

In "Conversational Programming" the comparison answer 
selected by the programmer to some extent serves as both 
an sR and an sD. (J, pp. 1- 2 ) 

Barlow ( J ) contrasts Conversational Programming with the more co!TlI"lon 

method of developing programs which usually follow the pattern of response 
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"chaining." Response chaining is simply a chain of stimulus-response 

sequences, as opposed to the conversational chaining which has as an 

objective the integration of information. Barlow comments in support of 

conversational chaining that it is unfortunate that response chaining 

retains the flavor of the conventional test which presents an answer and 

requires an appropriate response. He feels that Conversational Chaining 

in programs is valuable in that the student actually becomes involved as 

part of the entire lesson, as opposed to becoMing involved simply on an 

item to item basis. 

Beck (6) suv,gests that one way in which different programs can be 

compared is by identifying their essential featureso These features can 

be identified by utilizing what he calls teaching rules. 

Teaching rules describe the way a student's responses are 
controlled. They can differ in the degree to which they 
restrict behavior, the way in which they restrict behavior, 
whether they involve stimuli in addition to the discriminative 
stiMuli which set the occasion for the response and whether 
they are explicit or implicit. ( 6f p. 56) 

Schutz (55) provides a classification system for progrrunmed items. 

He feels that items fall into one of the following categories: 

1. Lead-in items, which are neutral items designed to introduce 

the st11dent to the area. 

2. Augmenting items, which supply new information but do not 

require a response on the part of the student. 

J. Review items, which are de~igned to review previous content--

these can emphasize rote review, restated review, or delayed review. 

4. Fading£.!: vanishing items, which are desiened to reduce the 

number of cues presented. 

5. Specifying items , which are desir,ned to prese nt specific examples 

in support of a general concept. 
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6. Generalizing items, which are designed to summarize common con

tent of several previously presented items. 

?. Dovetailing items, which require separate responses to separable 

stimuli that possibly might be confusing. 

From the preceding discussion, it is obvious that there is no con

cept of programming that is universally followed. This is an area, how

ever, that is receiving increased attention, although much of the atten

tion is pointed at exploring the specific problems encountered as opposed 

to a general overall method of program development. This has merit, 

however~ for after the factors have once been explored it will be possible 

to more consistently give consideration to the essentials in good program 

construction. 

Factors in progrrunming 

One of the greatest controversies in progrrunrning stems from the 

methods of Pressey and Skinner. This difference was referred to in an 

earlier part of the paper as it rela ted to the machine itself. The dif 

ferences existing between the two approaches will again be treated in this 

section, but the discussion will be designed to explore them as they apply 

to factors in programming. 

In Pressey's original device (1, 22, JG, 4G, 56, 57) the program 

consisted of multiple choice items with the student being required to 

select the correct response from four alternatives given. There was no 

provision made for a constructed response4 In addition, the items were 

not arranged in any special sequence. Recently, the Pressey method has 

received a great deal of criticism, essentially from Skinner (57). 

Skinne r 9 s approach (9, 22, 55, 57), calls for the items to be of a 

short-answer nature which requires the student to construct his answer. 

The items must be presented in a logical sequence with only small steps 
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of ·difficulty separating itP.ms. Those using constructed items in pre 

ference to multiple choice items do so , according to Schutz (55)~ because 

in most cases recall is more important than recognition and wrong alter

natives in the multiple choice items tend to be learned. Skinner (57) 

suggests that when selecting the correct answer from alternatives, the 

person actually is selecting his answer from several possible wrong answers , 

which could have the effect of strengthening certain undesirable charac

teristics. It is important to present the items in a well designed 

sequence of steps, progressing gradually from the elementary to complete 

subject mastery, because it is vital that the student is almost always 

correct (57). Porter (47, p o 4) states that "through these techniques 

almost all wrong responses are eliminated ( in a perfect program a student 

would make no errors at all), which makes it unnecessary to unlearn 

incorrect responses at a later time--a notoriously inefficient process." 

I n considering the problem that material might be too easy , Skinner (57) 

leans toward making the material too easy rather than too hard, especially 

if the students can remain moti vated by other means in working through 

the pror,ram. 

Pressey ( 51) raises the question as to the necessity of always pro 

gramming the material in short-easy steps 1 for with some individuals it 

is possib le to skip certain steps. He suggests also that investigation 

be conducted to determine the value of no errors, for it is possible that 

in some cases errors facilitate the learning process . For a more complete 

consideration of the Skinner-Pressey Dichotomy the reader is referred to 

Fry's article (22). 

Pressey is not the only investigator to disagree with Skinner. 

Homme and Glaser (J J ) indicate that "the size of the step," which has 

been emphasized a gr eat deal, is no longer of concern in the same wayo 
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Previously the concern was how many steps are required to develop a con

cept, but the question now is how often should extensive variations occur 

in the examples used to illustrate certain concepts, and also how many 

examples are required to insure sufficient treatment of the principle. 

A different approach than either Skinner or Pressey presents is 

discussed by Crowder (14 , 15, 17) in relation to his concept of auto

matic tutoring by intrinsic programming. The reader will recall that, 

through intrinsic programming, the material the student receives is 

dependent upon what response was given immediately preceding. Skinner 

emphasized the closeness of the stimulus and the response in order to 

minimize errors, but Crowder's approa ch is different in that he feels 

the program and communication should be controlled by the feedback. 

That is, the response the student makes simply tells whether the com

munication of the programmed material to the student has been successful, 

and in so doing also indicates what information should be presented next. 

Crowder feels that if the resno~se is incorrect the pr oblem is not cor

rected by simply telling the student he is wrongo The real issue involved 

is why the student didn't get the right answer--where is the communication 

failing? Through intrinsic programming it is possible to go back and 

once again be~in the communication process on the basis of the error made0 

Relationship of the Teac hi ng Machine Method with the Lear ning Process 

Principles facilitating learning 

Several have written ( 11 9 31 , 40 9 52 , 53) concerning the advantages 

of the machine, and for the most part these can be related to some way 

in which the machine facilitates learning. Characteristic of these 

advantages are those presented and summarized by Corrigan: 

1. Quality control of the subject material presented . 



2. Continuous student activity by providing a closed loop 
between the student and t he "instructor" for each step 
in the learning process. 

1. IJTlJTlediate correction of errors thereby removing the 
possibility of misunderstandings that would impede a 
student's pro~ress. 

4 . Pacing of material to be presented consistent with an 
individual student's learning capabilities. 

5. Standardization of levels of achievement specified for 
each student. 

6. A si gnificant bonus in time for the teacher which can be 
applied to individual instruction and direction, the true 
professional role of the teacher. 

7. Continuous testing of the student's progress instead of 
widely spaced examinations. (11, p . 29) 
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Carr in his review rephrases some principles essential to learning 

previously summarized by Skinner (59) and Gilbert (27 ): 

1. Learning takes place most rapidly if the student is 
actively engaged with the subject matter ••.• 

2 . Learn ing is nost effective if the student develops the 
skills and knowledge in a form which will readily 
generalize to the "real life" situation for which they 
are intended . o • • 

J. Learning takes place most r apidly if immediate "knowledge 
of res ults" is given for eac h response •••• 

4. Learning takes place most rapidly if the subject matter 
is organized in a hierarchic for m •.•. 

5. Receiving frequent "knowledge of results" keeps students 
working at the assigned task •.•• 

6, Since learning takes place in individuals, the learning 
situation should be designed so that each student may 
proceed at his own pace •••• (9P pp. 2-4) 

Perhaps the learning principle that has received the most consider-

ation by all writers is that of immediate reinforcement through feedback 

(1, 14, 25, 2R, JO, 47, 5J, 57, 59). Skinner (59) indicates that through 

immediate reinforcement an organism's behavior can be shaped quite 

readily. Not only is it possible to shape an organism's behavior, but 

it is possible to maintain this behavior at given strengths for some time. 

In relating reinforcement to the school situation , Skinner feels that the 

most serious criticism of the classroom is inadequate reinforcement in 

the learning process , and that one way in which this can be overcome is 

through the use of mechanical or electrical devices. Porter (47) supports 
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Skinner in his feelings that r e inforcement in the classroom is far from 

perfect, and that the machine can appropriately be used to relieve the 

situation. In addition, Porter (4 7 , p . 2 ) gives three conditions which 

must be met in order for reinforcement to be e ff ective: 

"1. Reinforcement must take place immediately after a response has 

been made •.•• 

2. The reinforcement must be made precisely contingent upon per-

formance of the behavior that is being tau ght ••.• 

3. A sufficient number of reinforcements must be gi ven." 

An interesting and important application of feedback is its relation-

ship to the programmer. Through feedback the programmer is constantly 

provided with a knowledge of the effectiveness of his program (5, 28, 32, 

57). This places the programmer at a distinct advantage in th at he is 

able to make modifications in technique and approach in order to make his 

instruction and presentation more effective, Such is not possible with 

the lecturer, the textbook author, or the film producer. 

There are certain characteristics of the learning situation that 

seem essential to the Skinner approach (4, 5). Barlow lists four features: 

1. The student is active as he studies. He interacts 
regularly with the instructor-programmer through the 
medium of the teaching machine. 

2. The student is provided immediate confirmation of the 
correctness of each of his answers immediately after the 
answer is made. 

J. Each student works at his own preferred rate of speed and 
at times (within limits) of his own choosin g . 

4. The instructor is provided a complete record of each 
student's "homework." (5, p. 1) 

Much has been said in the literature about the importance of rein-

forcement in the learning proce ss. Pressey (51) however, suegests that 

consideration should be given to the problems of recall (il'linediate and 

delayed) and transfer. Kendler (37) also indicates that he feels the 
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problem of transfer of training has been sadly neglectedo 

The teaching machine as a tutor 

Barlow (4 ) and Skinner (57) both cite reasons why the machine can be 

coMpared to a private tutor. Skinner's reasons include: 

1. There is a constant interchange between the student and the 

program. 

2 . The machine requires a certain item to be answered correctly 

before moving on. 

J . It helps the student respond correctly by presenting items that 

have been carefully prograI'll"led to provide hintsP prompts , and a step 

size that is not too difficult. 

4. The machine reinforces every correct response through the pro-

cess of immediate feedback. 

Coulson ( 1J) emphasizes that present teaching machines cannot be 

compared to the private tutor mainly because they do not possess the flex-

ibility that is found in the private tutor. He does not feel that it is 

impossible to design a device which would possess the characteristi cs of 

flexibility found in a private tutor, but he feels that there are cer-

tainly many problems to be solved firsto 

Related concepts 

In a previous section of this review the point was made that one of 

the advantages of the teaching machine was that it provided the teacher 

with more control over the learning situation , Beck lists four factors 

in the teaching process which he feels must be controlled in order to 

state that the learning situation has been controlled , The criteria he 

lists are: 

(1) a discriminative stimulus which sets the occasion for the 
desired response, (2 ) the response which it is desired an 
individual acquire , ( J) a rule or rules--explicit or implicitj 



with or without additional stimuli--that guide the student's 
responses, (4 ) reinforcement of the correct response. (6, p . 57) 
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In an extensive paper, Gagne and Bolles (2J) give consideration to 

the factors in the learning situation that can be altered to facilitate 

greater learning efficiency. They divide the factors into two general 

classifications, readiness factors and associative factors. Readi ness 

factors are those that relate to preparing the subject for learning , and 

associative factors are those which relate to the association of various 

stimuli with the resulting responses. Under the general classification 

of readiness factors the authors give consideration to important factors 

such as motivation ( intrinsic vs. extrinsic motivation and levels of 

aspiration), reinforcement, set, and attention (i nten t to learn). Under 

the general classification of associative factors are included the nature 

of associations (stimulus similarity, response similarity¥ and similarity 

in serial tasks), intra-trial factors (number of stimuli, number of 

responses 9 and meaningfulness), inter-trial factors (mass ed or distributed 

practice, and task scheduling). 

Zeaman (62) in discussing the problem of which learning theory 

exists in the teaching machine process indicates that there are three 

involved: 

1. Free operant 

2. Controlled operant 

J. Classical conditioning 

He feels that the controlled operant is the most appropriate and applicable, 

followed by classical conditioning and the las t , the free operant. He 

suggests that he is different in philosophy than Skinner because the 

latter emphasizes free operant learnin r . 
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Results of Previous Studies 

In this section no special effort will be made to identify the 

results of previous studies with the specific device used. Most of the 

research desir,ns c~lled for a different device and because of the limited 

number of studies it is impossible to make any comparison between the 

results obtained when various devices were used . The reader should keep 

in mind , however , that the basic method in all cases is sirnilaro That 

is, a problem is presented, the student responds , and then immediately 

receives a knowledge of results. Five areas in which results have been 

obtained will serve as the basis for discussion : achievement gains and 

variability, programming, applicability for special groups, cttitudes 

and interest of the studentj and program revision. 

Achievement gains and variability 
/ 

According to Evans, Glaser, and Horrune (16), one of the two categories 

into which studies of the teaching machine process can be divided is a 

comparison of the effectiveness of the teaching machine method with the 

more conventional methods of subject matter presentation . This almost 

always takes the form of a comparison between the gains of an experimen -

tal group , which receives training of the teaching device, and a control 

group , which receives no special training. 

There are several studies that indicate that gains are sir,nificantly 

greater, or tend to be greater , by subjects using teaching devices than 

subjects used as a control group (2 , 12 , 29, J6 , 41, L~6, 52)o One s t udy 

( 19), consisting of two phases to the experiment$ found that one phase 

showed the experimental group making greater gains, while in the other 

phase there was no differenceo 

Keislar (J6) used a control and an experir'lental group, fourteen 
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subjects in each group , to determine the effectiveness of the machine in 

teaching an understanding of rectangles. Multiple-choice items were used 

and the two groups were matched according to intelligence, sex, reading 

ability, and a pre-test (essay type), After the experimental group 

operated the machines on successive days for two or three periods each 

day a post-test was given to both groups. The total time spent on the 

machines ranged from one hour and thirty minutes to slightly over two 

hours. The results indicated that the experimental group made signifi

cantly greater gains than did the control groupo It should be noted 

that the Nin this case is quite small and also that the control received 

no training at all . 

Angell (2) reports a study designed to determine the effect of 

immediate and delayed knowledge of quiz results in freshman chemistry. 

An experimental and a control group were given three mid-term quizzes at 

the same time and pla ce . The experimental group used a punchboard device 

to provide L!1l!llediate knowledge of results. The control group did not 

learn of their performance until the following day, at which time both 

groups participated in a detailed discussion of the tests. At the end 

of the course a final examin~tion <X)vering the material in the course 

was given to both groups. The results showed that the experimental 

group made significantly greater gains than did the control group. 

In a study reported by Por·ter ( 46) in which the purpose was to 

determine the effectiveness of the machine in teaching spelling, it was 

found that the experimental group performed significantly better than 

the control group . The subjects in this case were second and sixth grade 

elementary school children. In addition to the gains made by the control 

group it was found that there was no relationship, in either group, of 

sex or attitude toward instructional method and achievement. Porter (46) 
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compared fir s t half scores with second half scores and found no significant 

difference. This may give some indication that the novelty of the teach

ing machine is not a factor in the amount of gain madeo 

Coulson and Silberman (1 2 ) report a study in which eighty junior 

coll ege students, acting as an experimental r,roup, were given trainin g 

in psycholoP,y with manually controlled teachi ng machines. Prior to the 

training sessionsP a psychology pre-test was administered to both the 

experimental and control groups -- both groups Ca.I'le from the same school 

classes, but the control did not receive special training. After the 

training sessions, a criterion test was administered to all subjects and 

then again three weeks later. The results showed the experimental group 

making si gnificantly greater gains than the controlo The second admin

istration of the criterion test did not yield any differences from the 

results obtained with the first criterion test. Analysis of covariance 

was used when necessary to adjust the final scores on the basis of pre

test differences. 

In studies designed to evaluate the effectiveness of a programmed 

textbook (verbal learning sequence) presentation with a convention al 

textbook presentation of the same materi a l (16, 29 , J4 ), it was found 

that the experimental group using the programmed text made significantly 

higher mean achievement scores. In addition, the authors report that 

the scores exhibited l ess variability. 

Pressey (52) found that students using punchboards in taking a 

series of self-instructional tests throughout the quarter did substan

tially better than those not using the teaching device. Pressey feels 

that the self-instructional tests must be used systematically and be 

made an integral part of the teaching method, for t hose that did not use 

the device systematically did not make nearly as much ga i n . Pressey also 
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found that upon repetition of a test, the errors made by the group using 

the teaching device are less than the errors made by those not using the 

device . Learning of meaningful material is facilitated by the use of the 

device. One other factor Pressey found is that the range of scores of 

those using the teaching device was greater than the range of those not 

using the device. This latter finding is in contradict ion to findings 

previously reviewed (29 ). It should be noted , however , that the measure 

of varia bility apparently used by Pressey is the range, which is not the 

most desirable measure of variability. Also the studies that differ in 

regard to the variabilities of scores are not of comparable design. This 

suggests that one of the problems which is presented is that of determin

ing the implications of the device and subject matter upon the variability 

of scores. 

Mayer and Westfield UH) were less conclusive in their findings . 

The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of a teach

ing device in providing on-the-job training in the New York Air Defense 

Sector (NYADS). Two groups were selected, a co nt rol group that received 

training through the use of a handbook, and an experimental group that 

received training on the teaching device . Both groups made definite 

improvement after training, with the experimental ~roup making slightly 

greater gains than the control group. The difference in gains, however, 

did not approach significance. There are two or three things about this 

study which seem worth considering. The size of each group was very small 

and because of the nature of the project it was not possible to control 

all of the variables in as much as the learning had to remain operational 

in both groups . This writer could not find where any consideration was 

given to the initial group differences in knowledge. 

Freeman (1 9) reports on a series of studies designed to determine 
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the relationship of multiple choice items with immediate reinforcement. 

In one study the experimental groups took two scheduled exans about four 

weeks apart using a punchboard device. The control group, which was 

matched with the experimental group (criterion not given) received no 

reinforcement. A final test was then administered to both ~roupso A 

comparison of the performance by the two groups on the items previously 

reinforced showed that there were no effects of the reinforcement as 

measured by the final examination. The authors suggest three reasons why 

such a result might have occurred . They suggest: that it is possib le 

there was insufficient reinforced practice ; that the final items were 

not precisely identical with the items in the reinforced items of the 

previous tests, and consequently transfer of training may be a factor; 

and that the reinforced tests had not been systematically progr:l.1'l!lled0 

Freeman feels the latter point to be a crucial factoro 

In another phase of this study by Freeman (19) it was found that a 

group taking a final test performed better~ though not significantly on 

the items previously reinforced than on the items receiving no reinforce

mento In still another phase the performance of matched groups were 

compared in a test-retest situation, In the initial test the reinforced 

experimental ~roup scored significantly better than the control, and in 

the retest situation given two days later the experimental group retained 

their superiority. Even though the overall effects of con diti ons were 

not significant, the interaction between mean gains and conditions was 

significant. The mean gai n for the reinforced group was five points 

while the gain for the control was .1 5 , or a ratio of about thirty. 

From the studies reviewe d , the evidence leans heavily toward the 

machine as being a device to aid in achievement, although certain studies 

do not entirely support this. The studies done in this area are relatively 
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few and are for the most part designed quite differe ~tl y . It will be 

necessary to develop more consistent designs t hat contr ol more of the 

variables before it can conclusively be st a ted that a certain type of 

behavior will always occur under given conditions. The present state is 

one of a general recognition that the machine evidently has some favorable 

effect upon learning. 

Pro1,I'amming 

The second category into which Evans, Horune, and Glaser (16) divide 

studies on the teaching machine process consists of those designed to 

determine the effects on performance when the properties of the program 

are varied. 

In studies designed to determine the importance of the size of step 

used in program development (16, 29), it was found that better performance 

resulted immediately, and was retained longer when programs requiring 

more steps to finish were used. With the smaller steps there were fewer 

errors made and the time required for each item was lessenedo After a 

point, howeverp increasing the number of steps did not result in additional 

increases in achievemento On the basis of these results the authors 

suggest that there may be an empirica l way to determine the optimal step 

size . The findings of Coulson and Silberman ( 12 ) support these conclu

sions in that achievement test scores were higher for those using the 

shorter step programs . They found, however, that when the program was 

of a constructed answer type more time was required for completion. 

In an experiment designed to determine the importance of the overt 

response ( 16, ?,G ) it was found that those subjects not required to write 

their answers did slightly better, though not significantly, than those 

subjects required to write their answers . This raises the question as 

to how important it is to actually have the student write his answers or 
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make some other form of overt responsPo 

In comparing the performance of subjects receiving training using a 

multiple choice mode of response with the performance of subjects receiving 

training using a constructed mode of response it was found that no sig

nificant difference resulted on a criterion test consisting of both mul

tiple choice and constructed type items (1 2) . In another phase of this 

same study a comparison was made between branching and non-branching con

ditions. Under the branching conditions certain selected items were 

removed from the proV,ram providing certain other items were answered 

correctly the first time. Under non-branching conditions absolutely no 

alteration of the prog ram was allowed. The results indicated that for 

the group using the multiple-choice approach the branc hing conditions 

required less training than nonbranching, with no significant difference 

in performance on the criterion test. For the group using the constructed 

answer mode of responseP it wa::, fo·md th at the performan c e of those 

receiving training under non-branching Vl3.riables did si.gnificantly better 

than those receiving training under branching variables. 

There have been a few studies done relating training methods with 

the criterion measures. Fry (21 ) found that those learning the material 

through a constructed answer approach did not perform significantly 

different on a multiple - cho ice post test from those using a multiple 

choice answer approach. He did find, however, that those learning the 

material through a constructed answer approach did perform significantly 

better on the constructed answer type items on a post test than did those 

using the multiple choice approach. From this it can be concluded that 

if the criterion of learning is to be recall, it is best that the con

structed answer approach be used in the learning process. Holland (32) 

tends to support Fry. He used short essay questions in his study 1 and 
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observed that the students participating did very well in situations that 

required composition or the integration of many principles . 

In a related study , Freeman ( 19) compared the performance of a con 

trol group 9 receiving no reinforcement , with the performance of an exper ~ 

imental group, having been reinforced on multiple choice items , on a test 

composed of both multiple choice and completion items. Freeman found 

that the multiple - choice reinforcement procedure caused the experimental 

group to perform significantly helter on the objective items , hut not 

siV,nificantly different on the items requiring constructed answers . 

Use of the machine for special eroups 

There are several studies (7 , J5, 46, 5?.) indicating that the machine 

may have application to certain special groups. 

The purpose of a study done by Briggs ( ?) was to determine the 

merits of conducting special intensive seminar sessions for the superior 

student. The success of the study was dependent upon several factors , 

but one of the more significant is that the seminar groups used a 

"pocket tutor." The results of this study favored such seminars. 

Jensen ' s study (J5, p . lJ?) showed that" •. • superior , highly 

motivated students can satisfactorily handle college courses by guided 

incienencient study, if p;iven materials and procedures for doing so . " In 

this study , the students were provided with extensive instructional tests 

as well as a device for immediate self-scorin~ . Not only did the study 

indicate that such students achieve academically , but it showed that they 

sa ved time and increased their ability to do "independent and cooperative 

work . " 

Pressey ( 52) reports that the punchboard was found to work very well 

for superior students . The superior students did superior work , but in 

doing so saved about 60 percent in the number of class hours. The amount 



of instruction needed was reduced, and the students found time to take 

additiona l work . 

In studying the effectiveness of the teaching machine in spelling 

instruction , Por t er (46) found that there was no relationship between 

intelligence and achievement in the experimental group , but that there 

was a significant positive relationship in the control group . The 

exper imental gr oup re ceived special training using the machine , while 

the cont r ol r,r oup received more conventional training . This suggests 

that gains are independent of intelligence$ and consequently special 

training on the machine is good for the lower I. Q. child . 

Attitudes of students toward use of the machine 

J4 

A review of the studies that have assessed the attitudes of students 

toward activity on the machine indicate that, for the most partf students 

are favorably impressed (2 , J2 , 41 , 46, 52) . One of the most extensive 

assessments of student ' s attitudes is Holland ' s (J2). This study covered 

a period of two years with student attitudes being obtained at the end 

of each one year period . Between the first and second years the programs 

for the machines were extensively revised . Holland ' s (J2) study provides 

the intere sted reader with some idea of the attitude change that may 

occur when certain variables are altered . Though the attitudes at the 

end of both years were favorable , those solicited at the end of the 

second year were somewhat more favorable than those at the end of the 

first year. 

Program re vision 

One of the greatest advantages of the teaching machine is that it 

pr ovides almost immediate feedback of teaching effectiveness to the 

instructo r ( 5, 28 , 32, 57)- - a feedback that is not obtained with most 

other instructional devices. On the basis of this feedback it is possible 
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to revise and rPfi'1e the pr 0gn .rr1, Holl:i.nrl. (12) reports a study that was 

conducted over a period of two years, with the program being revised 

between the fir st and second yearo He reports t ~at the revision elimi

nated ahout half of the errors previously made. Also the scoring errors 

that had been made by the students in evaluating their own responses 

were cut in half. Af\er the revision 9 additional information was pre

sented, but even with the added materiali the average amount of time 

required to complete the progrmn was decreased. 

In concluding this review of the results of previous studiesi there 

are one or two other important findings that do not fall into one of the 

preceding classifications. Holland ( J2) illustrates quite well the fact 

that one advantar,e of the machine is that it enables the student to move 

at his own rate of speed. He found that the fastest student required 

seven hours and forty-two minutes to finish a program and the slowest 

student re quired twenty-six hours and twenty minutes. The significant 

thing here is not the numbers themselves, but t hat this illustrates the 

capacity of the machine to adapt to the individual student. 

In comparing the effects of massed practice on the machine with 

distributed pra c ticP 1 Porter (J2) concluded that it makes little dif

ference how practice is distrihuted 0 

Summary 

On the basis of this review the fo llowing statements will serve to 

summarize the literature: 

1. There are two major phases to the teaching machine method, the 

device itself, and the program that goes in the machine, of which the 

latter is most important . 

2 e Teaching machines are of two basic types , those presenting 
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multiple choice items requirin~ the subject to respond by selecting one 

of several alternatives 0 and those of a short answer type which require 

the subject to c onstruct his responseo 

J. The problems in effective nrogram preparation are more numerous 

and difficult than those relating to mac hine production, and consequently, 

programming is an area that is markedly deficient . 

4. The teaching machine method appears beneficial because it embodies 

certain principles vital to learning. 

5. For the most part; studies previously done indicate: that there 

are definite advantages in using the teaching machine; that there are 

many areas in program development needing further exploration, although 

studies have provided a more sound basis for finding solutions; that the 

teaching machine may be applicable to specific types of subjects, with 

the details of applicability not known; that those using the machine tend 

to he favorably imnressed 0 and; that program revisi on, on the basis of 

previous teaching machine exneriences 0 is high desirableo 

The purpose of this review has been t o provide the reader with a 

frame of reference throu gh which he can intelligently look at the teach,.. 

in~ machine movement. It is hoped that the purpose has been accomplished. 

If it has not, or if the reader has a desire for additional information, 

this writer suggests that a consideration be given to the references 

provided in the Literature Cited Sect io no There have been other reviews 

written~ most of them approaching the problem from a different perspective 

(9, 10, 11, 20 , ?.8, J8). The interested reader will find these informative. 

The emnhasis upon self -i nstruction is fairly recent, and consequently~ 

the explorations up to the present time have 9 for the Most part» lacked 

the degree of research sophistication that can eventually be expected to 

come. The past teaching machine research. though plagued with the main 
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problem of "newness#" can hardly be considered unproductive. The work 

that has been done has all been a necessary and essential step in nroviding 

the foundations upon which further research can be built. 

The greater percentage of the literature available is devoted to 

verbal explorations into the implications of the teaching machine. Much 

of the information concerns theoretical approaches to advantar-es, dis

advantages» problems, relationship of the teaching machine methods to 

the learning process, etc. 

There have been relatively few studies done in this area, and those 

that have been done have lacked a high degree of research organization. 

That is, most of the studies have been done on just about as nany different 

phases of either programming or achievement gains as there are studies. 

This makes it very difficult to arrive a t any consistent conclusions 

regarding any one phase of teaching machine met ~od implications. In 

addition to this 9 many of the studies have lack ed the desired degree of 

scientific contro l of experimental variables. 

In conclusionP it can be expected that interest and research will 

increase, for the potentiality of the teaching machine, t hough not com

pletely understood, has been sufficiently explored to indicate that here 

is a fertile field for educational researc h . 



HYPOTHESES 

In view of the ohjectives of this studyJ nage '3, and the Review of 

Literature, the following experimental hypotheses were proposed: 

1. Subjects using the machine will make greater achievement F,ains 

than will subjects not using the machine, 

2. The teaching machine will compensate for verbal ability. 

J. The teaching machine will compensate for poor study habits and 

attitudes. 

4. The teaching machine causes a decrease in the variability of 

achievement gains. 

The first hypothesis relates to the objective of determining the 

effectiveness of the teaching machine as a study aid, and the remaining 

three relate to the objective of learning for whom the machine is best 

suited. 

To test these four experimental hypot~eses seventeen corollary 

hypotheses were statistically treated, These are presented as part of 

the Results Section. 



METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Subjects 

The subjects consisted of 105 students taken from two sections of 

general psychology during Spring Quarter of 1959-60 academic school year. 

Most of the subjects were freshmen and sophomores, although there were a 

few juniors. Two of the subjects were dropped from the study in view of 

the fact that they were international studentsf and consequently had a 

different background and orientation from the rest of the subjects. The 

subjects were randomly split into a control and an experimental group 

within each section to insure that an equal number, from each section, 

were assigned to each group. Randomization was controlled only to the 

extent that an equal number of males and females from each section were 

in each group. The technique of randomization consisted of randomly 

drawing the names of first, the males, and second, the females in each 

section and alternately placing them in one of the two groups. After 

this had been done, the control subjects in each section were combined 

to make the final control groun , and the experimental subjects in each 

section were combined to mnke the final experimental group. The experi

mental group consisted of fifty-one subjects ., fifty males and eleven 

females. The control eroup consisted of fifty-two subjects, forty-one 

males and eleven females. 

Participation in the study was a req uirement of the course and a 

detai led record was kept of each subject's activity to insure that the 

participation met the requirements of the study. In no instance was it 

necessary to eliminate a subject from the study on the basis of inadequate 
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participationo 

Apparatus 

The teaching machine used is commercially manufactured by Foringer 

and Co., Inc., Rockville, Maryland . The model employed in the study was 

12002 (see Figure 1)o Ten mac~ines were used in the study, each of which 

is approximately the size of a portable typewriter. The machine houses 

the program which is printed on a eight and one-half inch wide sheet of 

paper of any desired length folded in an accordian fold. Several sheets 

of paper may be attached, if necessary, to accommodate the desired pro 

gram. Also within the machine is housed the response tape which is two 

and three - eights inches wide and, like the program , is in an accordian 

foldo 

On the face of the machine are two windows, one large , and one small. 

The l arge window is completely covered by transparent plastic and it is 

in this window th at the prograrmned items appearo The upper half of the 

smal ler window is a l so covered with transparent plastic . The lower half 

is left uncovered thus exposing part of the response tape upon which the 

student will write his response to the question appearing in the larger 

window. This device is basically of Skinner design , in that it requires 

the student to respond with constru cted answerso 

Bot h the programmed tape and t~e response tape move through the 

machine with the aid of a friction roller which is manipulated by a 

lever on the outside of the machine. The friction roller all ows the tape 

to move only one way. This prevents the subject from making any changes 

in his answer once the response has been made. 

The exact way the machine is to be employed varies with the design 

and construction of the pr ogram. In order to describe the operation of 
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Figure 1. Model 12002 of the teaching machine manufactured by Foringe r 
and Company, I nc 0 
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the machine as it relates to this study, the instructions to the experi-

mental subjects found on one of the programmed chapters are as follows: 

INSTRUCTIONS: This tape is designed to serve as a study aid 
in understanding and mastering the infonnation on "Maturation 
and Development" contained in Chapter 2. There are a total of 
112 items on the chapter and they have been divided into two 
parts. The first part (Part 1) consists of 52 items and the 
second part (Part 2) consists of 60 items. 

Each item consists of three parts: (1) the question, usually 
of a short answer type, (2) the answer to the question, and 
(J) a discussion of the question including a page reference. 

Procedure: The handle must first be worked until Question 
number 1 appears in the lower half of the window. From this 
point on three steps are involved for each item: (1) You 
will read the question and will write your answer in the 
small window to the right of t he machine, (2) You will then 
work the handle once and in so doing the question will move 
to the upper half of the window, as will also the answer. It 
will be observed that at this same time the correct answer 
will move from behind the black plastic shield in the lower 
right hand corner until it appears in the upper half of the 
windowa Also, as the question moves into the upper half of 
the window a discussion of the question moves into the lower 
half. Thus you are able to see the question, your answer, 
the correct answer, and a discussion of the question. In 
some cases a discussion has not been given, but in every 
case there is a page referenceo You will note that there is 
a small hole in the plastic shield covering your answer. This 
may be used in marking your answer. (J) You will then work 
the handle two times and the next question will appear in the 
lower half of the window. 

The tape will move only one way while in the machine. There
fore , if you desire to do further study on any topic, it will 
be necessary for you to take any desired notes on the topic or 
page reference at the time the item appears in the window. The 
textbook may be used in connection with this tapeo 

Program 

Seven chapters from Morgan's Introductory Psychology test (42) were 

programmed for use in the teaching machine ans were covered at the rate 

of one each week. The chapters included: Chapter 2 9 "Maturation and 

Development"; Chapter 4, "Feeling and Emotion"; Chapter 6, "Imagination 

and Thinking"; Chapter 9, "Personality"; Chapter 11, "Mental Health and 
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Psychotherary"; Ch'lpt er 14 , "Pre ju li ce and Soch.l Conflict"; and Chapter 

16 , "Aptitudes and Vocational Adjustment.'' These chapters are referred 

to as the experimental chapters. The nine remaining chapters covered 

throughout the study are rPferred to as contr ol chapters because they 

did not receive any special attention by either the control or experi

mental groups. 

In programming each chapter little effort was made to arrange the 

items in order of difficulty, as the primary purpose of the study was to 

use the machine as an aid in reviewing material previously read, rather 

than a means of teaching new concepts. The items were presented in the 

same order as they appeared in the text book. The items were of a short 

answer nat ure requiring the subject to construct, in writing, his answer. 

In some cases one word was sufficient to answer the question, but in other 

instances, a short phrase was required. 

Each program, on the average, consisted of about 109 items. The 

program for each chapter was divided into two lo gical partsj with each 

part containing about one-half of the items. This provided the program 

and the st udent with more flexibility than would be possible were the 

tape on each chapter to remain undivided. 

Each item consisted of three basic parts: 

1. The question 

2. The answer to the question 

J. A discussion of the question 

The discussion included a review of the question and provided a text page 

number in order that th e subject could , if desired, review further the 

concept involved in the question. In some cases it was not necessary to 

include a discussion, but in al l cases a page reference was given. This 

program design has one advantage over many of the approaches pr evious ly 



used in that it does not only prov ide the student with knowledge of 

results, but if the subject's response is incorrect it reviews the con

cept and tells the student why he was wrong . If the subject is correct 

in his response the machine will further elaborate on the question and 

in many cases clarify certain phases that were not entirely cleari but 

were suffici ently so to enable the subject to make a correct response~ 

For a sample of the programs used~ the reader is referred to Appendix A. 

It was observed after the second week that some of the subjects were 

finishing the program well within the scheduled time, even with additional 

re-workings of the program. In order to provide additional information 

on each chapter for the student desiring it , a supplementary tape was 

prepared which consisted of definitions of the more important words found 

within the chapter. Each item consisted of only two parts, the stateme ~t 

of definition of a word which the subject was to identify by writing the 

appropriate word on the response tape, and the programmed answer which 

provided the subject with a knowledge of resultso The subject would read 

the statement in the lower half of the large window on the face of the 

machine and would respond by placing the appropriate word in the lower 

half of the small window. Upon working the machine. the statement and 

the subject's response would move into the upper half of the window, 

with the subject's response being covered with transparent plastic. At 

the same time the correct answer would move from behind the black plastic 

shield located in the lower right hand corner of the large window. This 

enabled the student to see the statement and compare his response with 

the pro grammed answer. No discussion was provided . For a sample of the 

supplementary tape the reader is referred to Appendix B. 
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Study Conditions 

Initial reading of the material 

The initial reading of each experimental chapter by both groups was 

done the first day of each week during the regular class period. One 

exception was necessary, however, in that it was necessary to initially 

read one chapter on the preceeding Friday. The time limit allowed for 

the reading of the chapter for the first time was fifty minutes, which is 

the length of the regular class period. No one was excused from partic 

ipation and if absent was required to make up the period the following 

day. 

Review study sessions 

All subjects were required to attend study sessions sometime during 

the three day period of Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday of each weeko 

During this time they would review the material read the previous Monday0 

Each subject, in both groups, was required to spend two fifty minute 

review sessions~ or one 100 minute review session. Each subject was 

allowed to select from several hours available those which would best 

fit into his schedule. The subjects were then required to attend at the 

hours selected. In some cases, however, adjustments within the three 

day period were made to accommodate the individual student. No subject 

was excused from participation and if a review session was missed, it 

was necessary to make it up the following school day. 

The machines were set up in a teaching machine room to which the 

experimental subjects reported at the times scheduled. Ten subjects 

could be accommodated during each study period. The machines were set 

on a large table in the center of the ro om around which the subjects 

seated themselves to work the machine~ The subjects were instructed as 
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to how to load and unload their machines, thus making each subject rela

tively independent of assistance from the supervisor present. As the 

subjects reported for the study sessions they checked out a program on 

the material scheduled for the week, and proceeded immediately to an 

available machine where there would begin to work. At the end of the 

period, the subject would unload the machine, place the tape back in the 

folder, and return it to the central program file. 

The control subjects would report at their scheduled times to a 

classroom adjacent to the teaching machine room. Upon reporting, the 

subject immediately would begin reviewing, in his own way, the material 

read the previous Monday. There were no assigned seats and, consequently, 

the subjects could seat themselves anywhere in the room they desired. 

Conditions designed to approximate normal study situations 

One of the principle objectives in designing the study was to pro

vide study conditions that approximated--as nearly as was possible--a 

routine, unstructured study situation. The purpose of this being to 

determine the effectiveness of the machine when compared to the type of 

study that would be characteristic of the average college student. 

Controlled, supervised study sessions were not characteristic of 

either the control or the experimental group. About the only supervision 

was that of keeping records of the subjects attendance and participation. 

Questions were answered only when asked. Care was taken, howeverP to 

see that control subjects were working on the subject matter assigned 

for the week. It was impossible, of course, to govern the amount and 

degree to which they studied the subject matter, but it was possible, 

for the most partP to insure that they were not working on inappropriate 

material. In the experimental situation care was taken to see that the 

subjects used the machine, and that they followed the basic procedure 
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suggested. 

The experimental subjects were allowed to use their textbooks in 

connection with the machines, however, they were instructed to use the 

machine as the basis of their study and the textbook only in a supplemen

tary role. The used response tapes were not gathered by the supervisor, 

but rather were kept by the student. The subjects were thus free to do 

as they wished with the response tapes. In some cases they were disposed. 

of immediately, but in other instances, th e subjects made additional com

ments on the tapes and used them in further review. The fact that text

books were allowed, and the response tapes not gathered, served to empha

size the role of the machine as being one of an aid to review r ather than 

a testing deviceo 

Evaluation Measures 

Non-standardized measures 

Six non-standardized measures were used to evaluate student perfor-

ma.nee: 

1. A psychology pre-test on the experimental chapters 

? . A psychology pre-test on the control chapters 

J . A psychology final test on the experimental chapters 

4. A psycholorzy final test on the control chapters 

5. A summary of hours spent in outside study by each subject on 

each chapter 

6. A complete record of student participation 

The pre-tests were designed to determine the initial knowledge of 

each subject concerning psychology , and the final tests were to determine 

the knowledge of each subject at the end of the experiment. The score 

was the number of items answered correctly. The difference between the 
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final and the pre-test scores for each subject is the amount of achieve

ment gain. The final tests on the experimental and control chapters were 

exactly the same as the pre-tests. The subjects did not know that the 

final examination they were to receive was the same as the pre-test given 

at the beginning of the experiment. 

The initial and final tests on the experimental chapters consisted 

of seventy multiple choice items, ten from each of the seven chapters 

programmed for use in the machine. The initial and final test on the 

control chapters consisted of ninety multiple choice items, ten from 

each chapter. The items in both tests were selected randomly from several 

test items previously prepared for use in the general psychology course 

(l}J, 44). After the random selection had been made each item was evaluated 

by this writer and one other graduate student in psychology. On the basis 

of this evaluation several items were reconstructed or were discarded 

completely and replaced with comparable items. The items in question 

consisted of ambiguous items as well as those that did not discriminate 

between the student of psychology and the person having had no training 

in psychology. This is to say, that the test items were designed to 

measure knowledges acquired during the course. 

In order to aid in the evaluation of achievement gains, each subject 

handed in weekly a detailed record of the number of hours spent in out

side study (study other than that done under the contr olled conditions 

of the experiment) on each chapter. For a sample of the form used to 

obtain this information, refer to Appendix C. The form was handed to 

each student at the beginning of each week with instructions to keep the 

hours spent in study on a daily basis. At the beginning of the next 

week the questionnaire on the previous week was gathered and a new 

questionnaire handed to the subjects. The questionnaire calls for a 
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chapter breakdown on the amount of time spent in study each day during 

the week . The reporting was to include time spent down to, and including, 

quarter hours. 

One other device used to evaluate performance was the detailed 

record kept of each subjects participation. This report included the 

number of make-up sessions required for each subjecti and the day the 

requirement was satisfi ed . It also includes the number of times each 

subject was absent from the course lectures. 

Standardized measures 

One of the two standardized measures used was the Brown-Holtzman 

Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes (SSHA) published by The Psychological 

Corporation, New York City, New York. This survey provides a quantitative 

measure of a student's study habits and related attitudes. 

The other standardized measure used was the verbal score from the 

School and College Ability Test (SCAT) published by the Cooperative Test 

Division, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, and Los 

Angeles, California. The verbal scale provides a measure of the subjects 

ability to comprehend and use words and language meaningfully 0 

Procedure 

At the beginning of spring quarter, before course work actually 

began, all subjects were given a pre-test to determine their initial 

knowl edge of psychology. They were not aware that the test was to be 

administered. Two one hour class periods were required to administer 

the test. During the first hour the pre-test covering the experimental 

ch apters was administered with the pre-test on the control chapters being 

administered the second hour . 

The standardized tests, the Brown-Holtzman Survey of Study Habits 
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and Attitudes and the School and College Ability Test were given during 

the first and second weeks of the experiment, respectfully. 

The experiment lasted a period of seven weeks and at the end of that 

time the final psycholoi:;y criterion tests were given all subjects on the 

seven experimental and the nine control chapters. 

The first class period of each of the seven weeks was devoted by all 

subjects to reading one experimental chapter. A different chapter was 

covered each week. To aid the subjects in gaining 1 more quickly, an 

understanding of the chapter content, an outline of each chapter was 

handed out. A sample of the handout on Chapter 9 is found in Appendix 

D. Also at this time the questionnaires containing the number of hours 

spent in outside study by each subject during the preceeding week were 

gathered. 

During the remaining class periods each week the instructor in each 

section lectured on the experimental chapter read the previous Monday as 

well as one control chapter. It was necessary during two weeks to con

sider two control chapters in order to cover the necessary course 

material. Approximately the same amount of time was spent on each 

chapter by each ·instructor. No control was placed on the two instructor's 

methods of subject m~tter presentation , but in this regard it should be 

kept in mind by the reader that 50 percent in each section belonged to 

the experimental group, and 50 percent in each section belonged to the 

control group. 

At scheduled times during Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday of each 

week all subjects woul d report to an appropriate room for review study 

on the experimental chapter read in class the previous Monday. Each 

subject was required to spend a total of 100 minutes (in either one or 

two sessions). The experimental subjects would report to the teaching 
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machine room where they woul d use the machines in reviewing the chapter , 

and the control subjects would report to the adjacent study room where 

they would review the chapter using their own study techniques . 



RESULTS 

The presentation of the results will be considered in their relation-

ship to the following three areas: 

1. The comparability of the control and experimental groups 

2. The teaching machine as st udy aid 

J. The student receiving the most benefit from using the machine 

(student discrimination by the teaching machine). 

After consideration has been given to the comparability of the control 

and experimental groups , however, an additional section presents the 

seventeen corollary hypotheses used to test the remaining two areas. 

Comparabil ity of Groups 

The reader will recall that a random method of group selection was 

employed. The factj however, that a pre-test was given invites the use 

of a covariance analysis, on the basis of which the final scores obtained 

under the different conditions can be adjusted to compensate for pre-test 

differences. Nevertheless, it is significant that the randomized selec

tion equated the experimental and control groups very well. 

Table 1 presents the pre-test means and standard deviations for the 

experimental and control ~roups on the experimental and control chapters. 

In testing the significance of the difference between the means and 

standard deviations of the control group and experimental group on, first, 

the experimental chapters 9 and then secondly on the control chapters, it 

was found that no significant difference occured between the interaction 

of any of the variables. 
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Table 1. Pre-test means and standard deviations of the experimental 
and control groups on the experimental and control chapters 

Group 

Experimantal 

Control 

Experimental Chapters 
Mean SD 

25.35 

25.06 

4.57 

5.17 

Control Chapters 
Mean SD 

26.86 4.69 

25.25 l~. JO 

Table 2 shows the performance of the two groups on the Brown-Holtz-

man Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes, and the Verbal scale of the 

School and College Ability Testo The reader will notice the similarity 

of mean scores. 

Table 2. Means of the experimental and control groups in verbal ability 
and in study habits and attitudes 

Group 

Experimental 

Control 

SSHA 

28076 

28.73 

Verbal 

31.22 

30.85 

The mean numbers of hours spent in outside study for the control 

and experimental groups on both sets of chapters are presented in Table 

3, along with the critical ratio resulting from a test of sivnificance 

between the means of both groups. It will be noted that the ratios do 

not approach significance, and therefore, the mean number of hours spent 

in outside study by each group on the experimental and control chapters 

are relatively comparable. 
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Table 3. Significance of the difference between means of hours spent in 
outside study by both groups on the experimental and control 
chapters (in hours) 

Chapters 

Experimental 

Control 

Experimental Group 
Mean 

12.53 

14.75 

Control Group 
Mean 

11.10 

16.13 

CR 

.89 

Throughout the experimental period, accurate records of attendance 

and participation were kept on both the experimental and control subjects. 

Table 4 summarizes, for each group , the total absences from class lectures~ 

the initial chapter reading, and the review study sessions. It is noted 

that the attendance for both the experimental and control groups show 

relatively equal participation. 

Table 4. Comparisons of the participation by the experimental and 
control groups on selected criterion measures 

Criterion Measure Experimental Group 

Total absences - class lectures 

Total absences - initial chapter readinga 

Total absences - review study sessionsa 

149 

24 

36 

Control Group 

152 

21 

38 

a Subjects were required to make up the time they had missed on the 
following school day. 

Corollary Hypotheses 

In order to test the objectives of this study, page 3, and the 

experimental hypotheses, page 38, the following corollary hypotheses 

were tested. Their areas of applicability have been identified. 
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The teaching machine as a study aid 

1. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain of the experimental group and the mean achievement gain of the con -

trol group on the experimental chapter s o 

2. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain of the experimental group and the mean achievement gain of the con 

trol group on the control chapters. 

J . There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain of the experimental group on the experimental chapters and the mean 

achievement gain of the experimental group on the control chapters. 

4. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain of the control group on the experimental chapters and the mean 

achievement gain of the control group on the control chapters. 

Student discrimination by the teaching machine 

5. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the experimental chapters of experimental group subjects scoring 

in the top 50 percent in verbal ability and the mean achievement gain on 

the experimental chapters of experimental group subjects scoring in the 

bottom 50 percent in verbal ability. 

6. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the experimental chapters of control P,roup subjects scorin~ in 

the top 50 percent in verbal ability and the mean achievement gain on 

the experimenta l chapters of control group subjects scoring in the bottom 

50 percent in verbal ability. 

?. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the control chapters of experimental group subjects scoring in 

the top 50 percent in verbal ability and the mean achievement gain on 

the control chapters of experimental group subjects scoring in the bott om 



50 percent in verbal ability. 

8 . There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the control chapters of control group subjects scoring in the top 

50 percent in verbal ability and the mean achievement gain on the control 

chapters of control group subjects scoring in the bottom 50 percent in 

verbal abilityo 

9. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the experimental chapters of control group subjects scoring in 

the top 50 percent in verbal ability and the mean achievement gain on 

the experimental chapters of experimental group subjects scoring in the 

bottom 50 percent in verbal abilityo 

10. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the experimental chapters of experimental group subjects scoring 

in the top 50 percent in study habits and attitudes 5 and the mean achieve

ment gain on the experimental chapters of experimental group subjects 

scoring in the bottom 50 percent in study habits and attitudes. 

11, There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the experimental chapters of control group subjects scoring in 

the top 50 percent in study habits and attitudesp and the mean achievement 

gain on the experimental chapters of control group subj ects scoring in 

the bottom 50 percent in study habits and attitudes. 

12. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the control chapters of experimental group subjects scoring in 

the top 50 percent in study habits and attitudes, and the mean achieve

ment gain on the control chapters of experimental group subjects scoring 

in the bottom 50 percent in study habits and attitudes. 

lJ. There is no significant difference between the mean achievement 

gain on the control chapters of control group subjects scoring in the top 
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50 percent in study habits and attitudes, and the mean achievement gain 

on the control chapters of control group subjects scoring in the bottom 

50 percent in study habits and attitudes . 

14. There is no significant difference between the mean achie vement 

gain on the experimental chapters of control group subjects scoring in 

the top 50 percent in study habits and attitudes, and the mean achieve

ment gain on the experimental chapters of experimental group subjects 

scoring in bottom 50 percent in study habits and attitudeso 

15. There is no significant difference between the correlation of 

achievement gains with verbal ability of the experimental group on the 

experimental chapters, and the correlation of achievement gains with 

verbal ability of the control group on the experimental chapters. 

16. There is no significant difference between the variability of 

the achievement gains of the experimental group on the experimental 

chapters and the variability of the achievement gains of the experimenta l 

group on the control chapters 0 

17. There is no significant difference between the variability of 

achievement P,ains of the control group on the experimental chapters and 

the variability of the achievement ~ains of the control group on the 

control chapters. 

The Teaching Machine as a Study Aid 

The first fou r corollary hypotheses were used to determine the 

effectiveness of the teaching machine as an aid to study. Figure 2 has 

been prepared to aid the reader in more readily understanding th e con

ditions tested . The conditions have been identified by hypothe se s . The 

m~jor results are also indicated to aid in interpretation. In addit io nv 

reference is made in the treatment of each hypothesis to tables where th e 
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First hyPothesis. Figure 2 
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An analysis of variance (26, pp. 205-303) was employed to determine 

the significance of the difference between the mean achievement gains of 

the experimental group and the contr 0l group on the experimental chapters. 

The resulting variance ratio on the pre-test means was .09, indicating 

essentially no difference. The variance ratio on the final test, however, 

was 17016, which is significant beyond the .01 level of probability (see 

Table 5). This means, then, that the experimental group performed sig

nificantly better than did the control group on the experimental chapters, 

On this basis, the null hypothesis is rejected. 

Second hypothesis, Figure 2 

An analysis of variance (261 pp. 295-JOJ) was used to determine the 

significance of the difference between the mean achievement gains of the 

experimental and control groups on the control cha pter s . The variance 

ratios on the pre-test means and the final test means are 047 and J.17 

respectively. Neither of these approach significance (see Table 5) 0 It 

can, therefore, be concluded that the experimental group and the control 

group did not perform significantly different on the final test on the 

control chapters . On this basis the null hypothesis is acceptedQ 



TaclP 5. Sig nificance of the difference between means made by the 
experimental and control groups on the experimental and 
control chapters 

Mean Scores 
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Chapters Pre-test Final Test F a x F b 
y 

EX!:!2 G12. Con. GQ. F'..x:Qo G12. Cano G12. 

Experimental 25.J5 25 . 06 44 . 4J J7 .00 . 09 17.1 6• 

Control 26.86 26 . 25 39 . 65 J6.Jl 047 J . 17 

a Variance ratio of pre-test means. 
b Variance ratio of final test means . 
• Si gnificant at • 01 level of probability o 

Third hyPothesis, Figure 2 

To test whether the experimental group made significantly greater 

gains on the experimental chapters than it did on the control chapters, 

a test for significance using the single group method (26 , pp . 226- 228 ) 

was usedo The resulting critical ratio is 5.23 which is beyond the 2 . 68 

required at the 001 level of probability with fifty degrees of freedom 

( see Table 6) . Therefore~ the experiment.a l group made siw.ifica ntly 

greater gains on the experimental chapters than they did on the control 

chapters. On this basis the null hypothesis is rejected. 

Fourth hyPothesis 8 Figure 2 

The same statistical procedure as was used to test the third hypoth-

esis was used to determine if the control group made si~nificantly greater 

gains on the experimental chapters than it did on the control chapters . 

The cri t ical ratio of 1. 68 is not significant at the . 05 level of proba -

bility, 2 . 01 being required with fifty-one degrees of freedom (see Table 

6). Therefore, on this basis the null hypothesis is accepted. The con-

trol group did not perform significantly different on the experimental 

and control chapterso 

' 
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Table 6. Significance of the difference between means on the experimental 
and control chapters by the experimental ~nd control groups 

Ex12erimental Cha12ters Control Cha2ters 
C.R. Group Mean 50 Mean 50 

Experimental 10 . 06 8 .1 78 12. 49 8 . 705 5 . 23* 

Control 11.96 7 . 58 10.12 8 . 45 1. 68 

* Significant at . 01 level of probability. 

Ex12erimental Group Control Group 

Hyp. 1 > 

/i'-
( ns) l Hyp. 4 

< Hyp0 2 
( ns ) ) 

Figure 2 . Graphic presentation of the conditions tested, identified by 
hypothesis and the resulting level of significance (s ignifi 
cance of the difference between means) 

Student Discrimination by the Teaching Machine 

The remaining thirteen corollary hypotheses were tested to determine 

if , on the basis of the experimental measures employed in this experiment, 

the teaching machine distinguished between certain characteristics of 

students using the machine . Fi gures J , 4 , 5, and 6 have been prepared to 

aid the reader in more readily understanding the conditions tested . The 

conditions have been identified by hypothesis . The major findings are 

also indicated to aid in the interpretation . Again, with each hypothesis 
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tested, reference i~ made to tables where the results are summarized. 

Three statistical devices are used in testing the different hypoth -

eses : 

1. An analysis of variance ( 26 , pp. 295- JOJ)g with a covariance 

analysis used, when necessary, to adjust the final achievement means on 

the basis of pre-test differences . 

2. Product moment correlation (26 , pp. 1J4-1J9), with the appropriate 

test of sienificance between correlations (26, pp. 241-243). 

J. The standard deviation (26, pp. 51-53), with the appropriate 

test of significance between ~andard deviations (26, PPo 232- 235). 

Fifth hypothesis, Figure 3 

An analysis of variance was used to determine if the top 50 percent 

of the experimental subjects in verbal ability made significantly greater 

achievement gains on the experimental chapters than did the bottom 50 

percent. Table 7 shows the variance ratios for the pre-test means and 

the final test means to be 8.79 and lJ.02 respectively, both of which 

are significant beyond the .01 level of probability. The final means 

scores were then adjusted on the basis of pre-test means differences by 

a covariance analysis . The variance ratio of the final means, adjusted 

for pre-test differences, was 6.25 which is sif;Tlificant beyond the . 05 

level of probability . It can be concluded that the top 50 percent of 

experimental subjects in verbal ability showed significantly greater 

gains on the experimental chapters than did the bottom 50 percent. The 

null hypothesis is thus rejected. 

Sixth hypothesis, Figure J 

An analysis of variance was used to determine whether the top 50 

percent of the control subjects in verbal ability made significantly 

greater achievement gains on the experimental chapters than did the 
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bottom 50 percent. As shown in Table 71 t he v~ri ance r a ti os for the pre

test means and fin al test means respectivPly were 7. 7? and J t. 0 7 . These 

are both si F,nificant beyond the 001 level of probabil i t y . Using covari

ance analysis the vari~nce ratio of the final test means, adjusted on 

the basis of pre-test differences, is 20 o7n . This final mean difference 

remains significant beyond the . 01 level of probability, consequently, 

the null hypothesis is rejected. It can be concluded that the top 50 

percent of the control subjects in verbal ability showed siF,nificantly 

greater achievement gains on the experimental chapters than did the 

bottom 50 percent. 

Seventh hypothesis , Figure J 

An anal ysi s of variance was employed to determine whether the top 

50 percent of the exnerimental sub jects in verbal ability showed signif

icantly greater achievement gains on the control chapters than did the 

bottom 50 percent of the expPrimental subjects. The resulting variance 

ratio on the pre - test mean differences was 7.95 which is significant at 

the .01 lev el; and the variance r a tio on the final test means was . 84 9 

which is not significant (see Table 7). Even though the variance ratio 

of the pr e -test means was significant, it was not necessary to apply a 

covariance analysis to adjust the final mean differences in view of the 

fact that the final test variance ratio is so small and the pre-test 

means are such that any adjustment made by a covariance analysis would 

only tend to show the final means further equated. Therefore, the null 

hypothesis is accepted , and it can be concluded that the top 50 percent 

of the experimental subjects in verbal ability did not show significantly 

greater achievement r,ains on the control chapters than the bottom 50 

percent. 
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Eighth hypothesis, Figure J 

An analysis of vari:ince was used to deternine whether the top 50 

percent of control subje c ts in ver ba l ability made significantly greater 

achievement gains on the control chapters than did the bottom 50 percento 

The variance ratios for the pre -t est means and the final test means were 

8 . 00 and 20 . 29 respectively , both significant at . 01 level of probability 

(see Table 7) . A covarian ce analysis was then employed to adjust the 

final mean scores . The resulting variance ratio of the final test meansP 

adjusted on the basis of pre - test mean differences , was 14. 60P which is 

significant at 0 01 level of probability . It can thus be concluded that 

the top 50 percent of the control subjects in verbal ability made sig-

nificantly greater achievement gains on the control cha pters than did 

the control subjects scoring in the bottom 50 percent in verbal abilityo 

The null hypothesis is thus r ejected . 

Table 7. Si 1~ni:icance of the hfference betwePn me1.ns re su l ti'1F, from 
various coMparisons of t rie top and bottom 50 percent in verb al 
ability 

Mean Scores 

Group Chapters Pr e-t est Final 
Top Btm Top 
50% 50% 501 

Experimental Experim1mtal 27Jq 22 . <"/2 4.(). 23 

Contro l Experimenta l -.t;; 0 ()f) 21015 42 .4 b 

Experi.me"lta l Contr ol 28 . 58 ?.5. 08 L}0J'1 

Control Control 27.~5 24 , 65 4 1.15 

test 
Btm 
so% 

Fx 

39 . 44 RorJ"-* 

31.54 7 . 72** 

JP , L+4 7,95** 

31.46 P-. 00** 

1Jo 0~** 

JL 77** 

. 84 

20 . 29** 

Top 5ry·i-Cnn. 
Btm 5~ - Exp. Experimenta l 26 .96 22 ~Q2 42.46 39 . 44 11017** l 0 2J 

* Significant .. t 0 05 level of nrobability 0 

** Significant at 0 01 l eve l of probability. 

F 
YoX 

6 . 2 5* 

20070** 

14060** 
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Ninth hypothesis, Figure J 

An analysis of v~ri~nce was used to deterJ11ine whether the experimen ~ 

tal gr oup subjects scoring in the bottom 50 percent in verbal ability 

performed significantly different from the contro l group subjects scoring 

in t he top 50 percent in verbal ability on the experimenta l chapters. 

The variance ratio for the pre - test means was 11. 17, which is si~nifi -

cantly beyonct the . 01 leve l of probabil i ty . The final test mean variance 

ratio was 1.2J, which is not significant ( see Table 7). Covariance 

analysis was not employed due to the fact that the pre -t est means are 

such t hat an adjustment would only serve t o further equate the final 

means . The null hypothesis is accepted and it can be concluded that the 

experimental subjects scoring in the bottoM 50 percent in verba l ability 

do not register achievement gains on the experimPntal chanters signifi -

ca?1tly dif ferent from the control subje c ts scoring in the top 50 percent 

in verbal abilityo 

Experimenta l Group Cont r ol Group 

Top 592? Bot torp 50% Top 59% Bottom 59?> 

Hypo 5 
Hypg o 

tosr (ns) 

Hyp. 7 

t;-;r 

Figure J. Graphic presentation of the c0nditions t ested on the basis of 
differences in verbal ability , identified by hypo t hesis and the 
resulting level of significance ( sipnificance of the difference 
between means ) 
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Tenth hypothesis , Figure 4 

An analysis of variance was used to deten'line whether the top 50 

percent of t~e exreri~ent, l suLjects in study hab its ,nd attitudes per

f ormed si gnificantly differe~t on the experiment al chapters than did the 

bottom 50 percent. The r e s ultinr v, ri ~nce ratios for the nre - test means 

and the final test means are . 11 and .4 0 respectively (see Table R). 

Neither of these ratios is significant and on this basis t he null hypoth

esis is accepte d . It can be concluded that the top 50 percent of the 

experimental subjects in study habits and attitudes did not perform 

significantly different on the experimental chapters than did the bottom 

50 percent. 

Eleventh hypothesis, Figure 4 

An analysis of var1,nce was used to determine whether the control 

subjects scoring in the top 50 percent in study habits and attitudes 

register significantly different gains on the experimental cha pters than 

did the control subjects scoring in the bottom 50 percent. The variance 

ratios for pre-test means is 4. 67, which is si~nificant a t the 0 05 l evel 

of probability . The variance ratio f or the fin a l test means is 19 . 20, 

which is si 1{nificant at the . 0 1 l evel of probabilit y (see Table 8) . In 

applying an analysis of covariance the re sul ting vari anc e ratio for the 

final test means, adjusted for pre-test mean differences, i s 1~. 45 . The 

final test vari ance ratio remains si~nifica nt at t he . 01 level of pr ob

ability. The nul l hypothesis is t i us reje c ted and it can be concluded 

that control subjects scoring in the top 50 perc en t in st udy habits and 

attitu des registered significantly greater gains on the experimental 

chapters than did the control subject s scoring in the bottom 50 percent. 
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Twelfth hypothesis , Figure 4 

An analysis of variance was used to determine whether the experimen 

tal subjects scoring in the top 50 percent in study habi~s and attitudes 

registererl significantly greater gains on the control chapters than did 

thf> bottom 50 percent . The resulting variance ratios as renorted in 

Tahlf> 8 are ?.JJ for the pre-test means and 1. 60 for the fina l test meanso 

Neither are significant , thou~h the variance ratio for the final test 

means appears to approach significance. It was not necessary to use a 

covariance analysis to determine the adjusted final means because the 

pre-test mean differences are such that they would only further equate 

the difference . It can therefore, be concluded that the experimen t al 

subjects scoring in the top 50 percent in study habits and attitud e s did 

not perform significantly different on the contro l chapters from the 

bottom 50 percent. The null hypothesis is thus accepted. 

Thirteenth hynot~esis. Figu~e 4 

An analysis of variance was used to deterMine whether th e contro l 

suhjPcts scoring in the top 50 percent in study habits and attitudes 

registered si~nific~ntly iifferent gains on the control chapters than did 

the control suhjects scoring in the bottom 50 percent. The variance ratio 

of nre-test means is ?.11, which is not sir,nificarit , but is sufficiently 

gr~at to warrant the use of covariance analysis in view of the variance 

ratio of the final test means . The variance ratio for the final means 

is 11. 05 , which is significant at the .01 level. An analysis of covari 

ance yields a variance ratio on the final test , arljusted for pre - test 

mean differences , of 9.1}5. Tris remains sirnificant at the . 01 leve l 

( see Table 8). The control subjf>cts scoring in the top 50 per cent in 

study habits and attitudes did register significantly greater achie vement 

gains on the control chapters than did the contro l subje c ts scoring in 
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the bottom 50 percent. The null hynothesis is thus rejected . 

Table 8 . Signific~nce of the difference between Means resulting from 
various comparisons of the top and bottom 50 percent in study 
habits and attit ude s 

Mean Scores 

Group Chapt ers Pre-test Final test 
Top Btm Top Btm Fx Fy Fx.y 
50% 50" 50% 50% 

Experimental Experim enta l 25. 72 25 . 00 45. 28 4J . 62 .,Jl .4 0 

Control Experimental 26 . 58 2J . 54 41.6 2 J? . 18 l~. 67* 19. ?.O** 11. 1+5u 

Experimental Contr ol 27 . 8B 25.88 42.08 J 'l . 11 2 . JJ J . 60 

Control Contro l 27 .1 2 25.38 40 . ?7 J2 . J5 2 .11 11. 15** tJ. ')6** 

Top 50%-Con. . 
Btm 50%-Exp. Expen.ment ,ll 26 . 58 25 , 00 41.62 4J.62 1.23 ,69 

• Significant ~t . 05 l P,vel of probability. 
* * Significant at • )1 level of probability . 

Fourteenth hY}1otnesis 2 Figur e 4 

An analysis of variance was employed to determine whether the exper -

imental subjects scoring in the bottom 50 percent in study habits and 

at t itudes rev.istered significantly differont gains on the experimental 

chapters than did the control subjects scoring in t he top 50 percent . 

The resulting variance ratios for the pre -t est nean differences and the 

final test mean differences are 1, 2J and , 69 respectively, see Table R
0 

Neither are significant and the null hypothesis is accepted . It can be 

concluded that the contr ol subjects scoring in the top 50 perc ent in 

study habits and attitudes did not perform signific an tly better on the 

experimental chapters than did the experimental subjects scoring in the 

bottom 50 percento 
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Experimental Group Control Group 

Top 59% Bottom 59% Top 5% Bottom 50% 

Hyp. 12 

~ ns) ) 

( 

yp . 11 

Fif,ure 4 . Graphic presentation of the conditions t ested on the basis of 
differences in study habits and attitudes , identified by 
hypothesis and the resulting level of significance ( signifi 
cance of the difference between means) 

Fifteenth hyPothesis , Figure 5 

In order t o determine whether there is a significant diffe r ence 

between the correlation of achie vement gains with verbal ability of the 

exnerimental group on the experimental chapters , and the correlation of 

achievement gains with verbal ability of the control group on the exper -

iment~l chaptersj two basic steps were followed . Correlations were 

determined between achievement gains and verbal ability for both groups . 

Then a test of significance was applied to these correlations . The car -

relation for the control group was . JR and the correlation for the exper-

imental group was 049 ( see Table 9 ). The resulting critical ratio of 

.69 is not significant , and on this basis the null hypothesis is accepted . 

It can , therefore , be concluded that there is no significant di f f er ence 

between the correlation of achievement gains with verbal ability of th e 

experil"len t al group on the experimental chapte r s g and the cor relation of 
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achievement gains with verbal ability of the control group on the same 

chapters . 

Table Q. Significance of the difference between the correlations of 
achievement gains with verbal ability for the experimental and 
control V,roups on the experimental chapters 

Control Group 
Experimental Chapters 

Experimental Groups 
Experimental Chapters 

Experimental Chapters 

< Hyp . 15 
(ns) 

CR 

.69 

Figure 5. Graphic presentation of conditions tested relating to cor
relation of achiAvement ~ains with verbal ability , identified 
by hypothesis and the resulting level of significance (sig
nificance of the difference between correlations) 

Sixteenth hypothesis, Figure 6 

A test for standard deviations was used to determine whether there 

was any siV,nificant difference between the variability of the achievement 

gains of experimental subjects on the experimental chapters, and the 

variability of the achievement gains of sar.ie subjects on the control 

chapters. The standard deviations of the gains on the experimental and 

control chapters were 8 .1 78 and 8 . 705 respectively. The correlation 

between the gains of the two sets of chapt ers was • 44 ( see Table 10 L 

The resulting critical ratio of .49 is not significant and, therefore, 

the null hypothesis is acceptedo On this basis , there is no significant 
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differP,nce between the variability of the experimental r,roup 's achieve -

ment gains on the experimental and control chapterso 

Table 10 . Significance of the difference between the standard deviations 
of achievement gains for the expe riment al and control gro ups 
on the experimental and control chapters 

Group 

Experimental 

Control 

Exper. Chpts. 

8 .17 8 

7.58 

Seventeenth ~ypothesis, Figure 6 

Cont. Chpts. 

8.705 

8.45 

CR 

A test for standard deviations was used to determine whether there 

was any significant difference between the variability of acheivement 

gains of control subjects on the experimental chapters and the variability 

of achievement gains of the same group on the control chapters. The 

standard deviations on the experimental and control chapters were 7.58 

and 8.45 respectively. The correlation between the gains of the two 

sets of chapters was .52 (see Table 10)o The resulting critical ratio 

of . 91 is not significant and , thereforeP the null hypothesis is accepted
0 

It can be concluded that there is no significant difference between the 

variability of the control group ' s achievement gains on either the 

experimental or control chapters. 



Experimental Group 

1-fyp. 16 

~ ns )) 

Control Group 

Hyp. 17 

~ ns) ) 

Figure 6. Graphic presentation of the conditions tested relating to 
variability of achievement gainsj identified by hypothesis 
and resulting level of significance ( significance of the 
difference between standard deviations) 
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DISCUSSION 

The reader will recall that the two major objectives of this study 

were to determine the effectiveness of the machine as a study aid, and to 

determine for whom the machine is best suited, that is, who is the student 

that makes the greatest achievement gains. The discussion of the results 

will be considered as they relate to these two objectives. 

The Teaching Machine as a Study Aid 

To this writer ' s knowledge, none of the studies previously done on 

the effectiveness of the teaching machine have been specifically designed 

to determine its applicability in a study situation, though several have 

approached this area. Therefore, in this respect 1 this particular inves 

tigation is unique, although it is a legitimate question to inquire as 

to the factors inv ol ved that really set it apart from the other studies o 

Indeed, in many aspects the lines of distinction may be very thin and 

undefinerl, but three critic a l differences seem to be evident. First 9 

all subje cts were initi al ly exposed to the subject matter in a supervised 

study situation. This stuiy situation , though supervisedP was uncon

trolled in that the subj ects were allowed to use their own approach to 

studying the material . A second differenr.e, closely related to the first, 

is that the subjects used the machine after they had been exposed to the 

material, as opposed to being exposed to the material at the same time 

they worked with the mac~ine. A third , and final critical difference , 

is that in the program development ~o speci a l effort was made to arrange 

the items in order of dif ficult y , leading from the most elementary con 

cepts to the high level of competence desiredo Rather , the material was 
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prepared in a loKical sequence, priI'larily as it appeared in the text, 

and consisted not o~ly of questions and answers, but also of discussions 

on each item, In the discussion, the concept involved in the item, ~nd/or 

related information was reviewed. At this point, one of the most obvious 

questions that remains unanswered as it rel ate s to this investigation is 

what the effects might have been were the program to have been modified 

or changed in any way. Perhaps even when using the machine as a review 

device it is necessary to program the material in a series of small steps. 

All studies previously done have their unique characteristics, with 

varying amounts of control over the experimental design. The ma jor sim

ilarity, however, between all of these studies, including t his one, is 

that the teaching machine acts as the independent variable with achieve

ment gains being the dependent variable. 

Most of the studies to this point, though in many cases quite dif

ferent in design, have fo und that the subjects using the teaching machine 

make greater achievement gains than those not using the machineo Grant

ing that this design is sufficiently similar to those previously followed, 

it c~n be expected that the findings will support the majority of the 

available literaturi=>. An analysis of the results in the previous section 

indicates that this study does support those previously done. 

The experimental group, using the machines, made significantly 

greater gains on the experimental chapters than did the control V,roup, 

not using machines. To further add to the consistency of this finding, 

the experimental group made significantly greater gains on those chapters 

reviewed using the machine than they did on the chapters not involving 

the machine. In addition , the control and experimental groups showed no 

sir,nificant difference between t heir performance on the control chapters, 

in which neither group used the machine. It was also found that the 



cortrol group did not re~ister sivnificantly different gains on the 

experimental chapters than they did on the control chapters. On this 

basis, the evidence appears definite that those using the Machine did 

make significantly greater gains . 

The next questi on that presen ts its~lf, and one which is perhaps 
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the most critical, is just why such results were obtained. Does the 

machine itself really facilitate performance to this degree, and if it 

does , what factors are inherent within the process which contribute to 

this? Per haps the machine in and of itself is not entirely responsible 

for the results; but if not, what other factors are interacting with 

such a high degree of effectiveness? It was the intent of this experi 

mental design to control as many of the variables as possible, leaving 

the machine process itsPlf as the only major uncontrolled variableo If 

we grant that our design has accomplished t his obj ective, then we look 

to factors within the machine. In doing this we find that the majority 

of these have previously been discussed in t he literat ure and include 

such significant factors as reinforcement, immediate feedback, active 

student participation , student paced learning , and applicability to 

special groups , An additional factor, not commonly mention~d, is that 

the machine may function as a device forcing some students to study that 

otherwise might noto It seems to this writer that when the machine is 

used as a study aid t~ere is not nearly as much effort required on the 

part of the student. In other wordsv the machine is less demanding . If 

the student is left to use his own approach , he is required to exercise 

a certain amount of independence and originality in developing new and 

effective ways of mastering the subject material. Since this is hard 

for certain people , they become very ste re otyped and perhaps eventually 

non-effective in their study approaches o The machine , however , alleviates 
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this problem to a certain degree, in that it incorporates certain basic 

desir;ible learninr, principlPs . 

There are one or two other factors which may have had some effect 

upon the performance of the subjects in this study , the study environment 

being one . In the experimental group the suhjects were all seated 

around a large table upon which the machines were placed, and everyone 

was active in working the machine. A sur ject would be less apt to sit 

and do nothing in such a situation , where it would be obvious to everyone 

else that he was not utilizing his time , than it would be in a si tuation 

where it was difficult to tell how involved a person has become in the 

study situation . In the control group stud:'/ sessions , it was f'lossible to 

control t~e ~aterial the student was working with , but it was impossible 

to control the degrPP to which he studied the material. It is quite 

possible that some of the control subjects did absolutely nothing, or 

very littlP , during some of the review sessions . In the experimenta l 

groun ~ on thP other hand , while it was still impossible to control the 

degree of concentration and effort, yet the subjPcts did work the machines 

and in so ioinr, were more apt to receive P,ains than were their counter

parts in the control ~roun . 

One other factor , by way of specul1.tion , that may h::i.ve had some 

influence on motivation and effort, is the way in which each group per

ceived its role in the exreriment . Care was taken by the experimenter 

not to give one of the groups more attention or personal consideration 

than the other . However , the nature of the experimental design itself 

may have served to cause one ~roup to feel they were somewhat More special 

than the other v-our . This is something th ::i.t was not neasured , and per 

haps is not sif,nificant , but nevertheless remains as a f actor to consider 0 

I n summary , it is the opinion of this writer that the gains are no 
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doubt a product of several f~ctors, some identifiable, and some uniden

tifiable. Some, of course, are more influential than others. But even 

r,rantinv, that Many factors are functioning 9 it is felt that by far the 

most sir,nificant factors are those that relate to the machine process 

itself, and if it were possiblP. to control these other factors it is 

doubtful that the overall results would be substantially affected. 

Student Discrimination by the Teaching Machine 

Since the results of this study show the experimental group making 

significantly ~reater r,ains, a next logical question might very well be 

concerned with the characteristics of the student making the greatest 

achievement gains, that is; for whom is the machine best suited. There 

has been relatively little done in this area , other than a few studies 

which hint at the problem (see Review of Literature). Briefly, these 

studies indicate the following: 

1. That bright students do well on the mac1 ine. 

?., Conversely 9 that perfornance seems to be independent of intel

li gence and aptitude. 

J . The variability of achievement scores for those using the 

machine is smaller than for those not using the machine. 

A smaller variability of scores would indicate that the machine has a 

tendency to equate the perfonnance of the bright and du ll students. The 

fact that variability is de creased, however, is not substantiated by all 

investigators, for some have found ju s t the opposite . In short , it can 

be said that a great deal of further i nvestiGation is necessary in all 

areas that relate to the machine and its applicability to special groups 

in given situations. 

This study used four techniques in approaching some of these problems: 
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1. Conparisons between the top and bottoM 50 percent of each group 

in verbal ability 

2 . Comparisons between thP top and bottom 50 percent of each group 

in study habits and attitudes 

Jo Correlations of the gains of each group on the experimental 

chapters with verbal ability 

4 . Measures of variability of the gains for each ~roup on each set 

of chapters. 

Performance of the top and bottom 50 percent in verbal ability 

Mastery of psychology, to a great extent, is dependent on verbal 

ability . Therefore, it would be expected that those subjects more capable 

in verbal ability would do better than those not so capabl e . This is 

supported by the fact that the top 50 percent of the control group did 

si~nificantly better (. 01 levPl) than the bottom 50 percent on both sets 

of chapters. The variance ratio on the experimental chapters was 20.70 

as compared t o 11+060 on the contr ~l cha pters . This suggests that not 

only does study of psychology fav or the student with higher verbal ability, 

but a required sturiy situation tends to accentuate these rl.if ferences. 

This would be expected in view of the fa c t that t he content is largely 

verbal in nature and the required study periods would tend to place the 

student with high verbal ability at a distinct advantage. 

In comparing the performance of the top 50 percent of the experi

mental gr oup with bottom 50 percent on the expArimental group
1 

it was 

found that the top 50 percent made significantly greater gains , but only 

at t~P . 05 level as compared to the top 50 percent of the control group 

that made significantly greater gains (. 01 level) th an did the bottom 

50 percent of the control group. Though this is not conclusive by any 

means, the smaller mean difference suggests the use of the machine May 
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tend to compensate somewhat for verbal ability~ The picture is not 

entirely clear, however, for in comparing the top 50 percent of the 

experimental g--oup with the bottom 50 percent, on t~e control chapters, 

it was found that no significant difference existe d . This writer can 

not present any justification for this in view of the other findings, 

other than to suggest the possibility of transfer effects which are very 

unlikely to have affected the results to a significant degreec 

An additional import ant conparison was made between the perforJ11ance 

of the bottom 50 percent of the experimental group in verb a l ability and 

the top 50 percent of the control group , on the experimental chapters. 

The results showed no significant difference in their achievement gains 0 

This again suggests a beneficial influence of the machine on performance. 

From previous results it can be concluded that the machine will benefit 

all studentsP but from this latter comparison it is interesting to note 

that those in the lower 50 percent in verbal ability do as well when 

using the machine as the top 50 percent in verbal ability when not using 

the machine. Again this suggests that the use of the machine tends to 

compensate for verhal ability, but it does not infer that this compen

sation is such that it would enable the student scoring in the bottom 50 

percent to equal or exceed a student scoring in the top 50 pe rcent who 

also used the machine. 

In summary, it can again be emphasized that all students benefit by 

the use of the machine, and that students below the fiftheth percentile 

do as well~ if the machine is used, as students above the fifthieth per

centile that do not use the machine. In addition, there is a slight 

indication that the machine may favor the student scoring in the lower 

50 percent in verbal ability , by virtue of the fact that the final mean 

differences between top and bottom 50 percent were not as great for the 
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experimental group 1.s t hP.y were for the control group. 

The reasons why the machine facilitates learning have been presented 

before and will not be rereated , however, there is one additional fa c tor 

which may be appropriate in this regard . The prop,rarn was designed t o 

consider the more significant points throughout the chapter , and as a 

result, much of the unnecessary and irrelevant material was not included . 

This made it unnecessary for the student lacking in verbal ability to 

select and learn these significant points- - it had already been done for 

him. Consequently he was able to function at a ~uch higher level of 

efficiency than he otherwise would . As far as the student with greater 

ability is concerned, it would make little difference for he would be 

apt to more readily make the distinction wi tho •Jt the aid of the pror,n.ro. 

It is also possible that the discussion part of the items further aided 

the student of lesser verbal ability in that it added further organization 

and understanding to his study approach . 

Correlation of gains with verbal abi l ity 

Another approach to the problem of the relationship of verbal 

ability with performance was the correlating of the ac 1ievement gains on 

the experimental chapters , for each group, with their respective scores 

in verbal ability . The reader will rec~ll that Porter (46) found after 

using the machine in the teaching of spelling, the relationship between 

achievement gains and intelligence was not significant. However, he 

found that a positive rAlationship existed between the achievement gains 

and intelligence of those subjects not using the machine. Porter thus 

suggests that learning by the machine is independent to a degree from 

intelligence . Carr (q) reports that others have apparently found the 

same thing and also indicates that the SaI'le holds true for aptitude in a 

given subject. 
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The purpose of this pha se of the study is t o determine what effects 

teaching machine instruction has upon the correlati on between achievement 

gains and verbal abil ity . In correlating the achievement r,ains with 

verbal ahility for t hose not using the machine the result was a corre

lation of .J R. The comparable r of those using the machine was .4 ~ . These 

were not significantly different. In addition it will be noted that the 

correlation for the group using the machine was higher , though not si g

nificantly so, than the correlation for the group not using the machine. 

Such a result certainly does not support previ ous findings. 

In this regard, however , it should be noted t ha t the comparisons in 

this case are not exactly comparable with those made by Porter. Porter 's 

achievement gains were in spelling and the comparison was with intelli

gence9 while the comparison in this case was between achievement gains 

in psychology and verbal ability. In addition to thi s 1 the age range 

was entirely different. Porter used sec)nd and sixth gr ade elementary 

school children , while this study employed coll ege students. 

Therefore, while Porter suggests th a t achievement is independent of 

int elligence, it cert ain ly cannot be said th a t achievement in psychology 

is indep endent of verbal ability , Mastery of psychology requires acer 

tain amount of ver ba l proficiency and whet her the machine is used or not, 

achievement gains a re parti ql l y dependent upon this verbal ability . Such 

a conclu sion supports what was pr,wiously fo11nd, in that the machine com

pensates very lit tlP. , if any, for ve r bal ability. In the former analysis, 

however, the results su~gested a slight possibility; such is not the 

case here. 

In discussing what is indicated by these re su lts~ this writer sug

gests that one of the most significant conclusions is that this area 

need s a great deal more res earch . It is quite feasible that it will be 
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iMpossible to find common rules which apply in all cases. What really 

may be indicated here is that there is a different and distinct relation

ship between the conditions of each experiment , That is, the relation 

ship is dependent upon the suhject matter, its presentation, and the 

criterion measures invo l ved. 

Performance of the top and bottom 50 percent in study habits and attitudes 

The purpose of this phase of the study was to determine the relation

ship of study habits and related attitudes with teaching machine use . 

To this writer ' s knowledgej there have been no experiments done in this 

area . 

On both the experimental and control chaptersj the control suhjects 

in the top 50 percent made significantly greater achievement gains than 

did the lower 50 percPnt (. 01 level). This finding is not unusual, for 

it would be expected that the subjects with better study habits would 

make greater achievement gains, all other things being equ'tl 0 However, 

it is important to note that the top 50 percent of the experimental 

group , though they made greater gains, did not make significantly greater 

gains than did the bottom 50 percent when using the machines . This 

indicates that while the machine helps everyone make greater gains 

generally , the machine compPnsc1 tes for poor st .1dy habits. The result 

being that the student with poor study habitss when using the machine , 

makes a comparable ac l.ie vl")mPnt gain with the student with bPtter study 

habits . This is not the case with students not using the machine , where 

significant differences emerred. 

A further comparison was made which furthP.r illustrates the value 

of the machine in causing greatPr 'tchievemPnt gains. I t was found that 

subjects in the bottom 50 percent on sbdy habits and q_tti tudes , when 

using the machinef made greater achievement gains ( though not significantly ) 
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than did the top 50 percent not using the machine. 

In addition to the factors incorporated in the teaching machine pro 

cess that have previously been referred to, there are some additional 

reaso ns which might be suggested as contrihuting to the compensating r ole 

of the machine as it relates to study habits. The machine has a tendency 

to "force" some subjects to study that otherwise would not make a con

sistent effort. In the teaching machine we have a device that more readily 

commands the subject's attention , and also provides a unique and a much 

more effortless approach to study. The subject is not required, for the 

most part, to use any origi na l ity in study approach, or to worry about 

sound learning principles because these hnve nll been t~ken into connid 

eration in connection with the teaching machi~e process ~nd the prepa 

ration of the progrrun. These factors seem, to this writer, to be sig

nific.q,nt contributions in causing the student with the poorer study 

habits and 'l.ttitudes t o mri.ke achievement r,ains relatively co!'lpA.rable t o 

those students with the better study h,bits . 

Though the evidence is in f~vor of t ~is conclusion, there is one 

further comparison th a t rres ~nts results sonewhat more difficult to 

explain? an wl--.ich wm,ld cert'lin l ,r iientif,y the need for additional 

investiP,ati ~. On the contr 1 chapters~ t~e top 50 percent of the exper 

imental ~roup iij not m::i.ke significnntly ~rea ter gains th;m rJ id the bot tom 

50 percent, as wouli be exnected in viP.w of the con trnl ~r ,mp finctinp.;s P 

and the fact that on Pie contro l chapters , the experimenbl group did not 

use the machine. This is difficult to understand why such would occur, 

however P one explan:,tion which surely deserves consideration is in 

regards to the .q_rnount of transfer tnat might have beP.n experienced by 

the experimenta l group ns a result of tLeir participation on the machine . 

The reader will recall from the review of li ten.t.1re that one of the 
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questions posed by investir,ators is in regards to the deg r ee and nature 

of transfer that may occur as a result of variable interaction. In this 

case, one plausible explanation is that the students with the poorer 

study habits learned effective study approaches and techniques 9 by using 

the machin e, which were readily transferable to their more con ventional 

study methods . While this is a very real possibility there is a question 

as to how much transfer would be functional under such conditions and is 

it such that it results in no significant differences . Indeed, this is 

not an easy question to answer . 

Variability of achievement gains 

One final approach to the problem of teaching machine effects upon 

achievement gains was to compare 9 for bot h groups, the variability of the 

achievement gains on the experimental chapters with the variability of 

the achievement gains on the control chapters . There does not appear to 

have been any intensive study into this pr oblem , but sever,l have reported 

giving it limited consideration . The repo r ts are by no means conclusive, 

with there being quite a divergence in findings with soMe indicating grea

ter variability as a result of teaching machine instruction 9 and some 

indicating l e ss variability, with a tendency towards the latter ( see 

Review of Literatiire). The problem of score variability has definite 

implications as to the nature of the student making the greatest r,ains. 

Decreased variabil ity , as a result of using the machine , would indicate 

a more homogeneous grouping of scores , which in turn would indicate that 

the machine has a tendency to equalize the performance of the good and 

the poor student. A r,reater variability would indicate an accentuation 

of the already existing differen ce s. 

In this study the standard deviation was the measure of variability 

used . In comparing the variability of the achievement gains on the 
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experL~ental chapters with the variability of achievement gains on the 

control chapters, for the P.Xnerimental group , it was found that there 

was no significant difference. The standard deviation on the experimental 

chapters was actually slightly smaller, however , not sufficiently so to 

suggest the trend toward a lower variability resulting from teaching 

machine training . The importance of the slightly smaller standard de vi

ation in favor of the experimental chapters is further minimized in view 

of the fact that the standard deviation of the control group performance 

on the experimental chapters was also smaller, though not ~ignificantly 

so, than the standard deviation on the control chapterso 

A consideration of these two findings would lend doubt as to whether 

the machine actually does cause a decrease in variability, at least under 

the conditions of this study. It therefore 1 follows that the gener ally 

poor student does not benefit any more from using the teaching machine 

than does the better student. I n consider ing why the standard deviations 

for both groups would be somewhat smaller on the experimental chapters,· 

one possibility is suggested. The experimental design called for regu

larly scheduled study periods for both the control and experimental 

groups , during which the experimental chapters were to be studied. The 

fact that these study sessions were in a sense "forced," it is very 

likely that the decrease in variability was not a result of any method 

of study, but rather resulted because some of the students studied that 

otherwise wouldn't have . The fact that some students would not put 

forth as much effort on the control chapters (as is likely because no 

special consideration was given them ) would cause these measures of 

variability to be somewhat higher . 

The results of this phase of study are certainly not conclusive. 

The differences in variability are not significant and consequently on 
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this basis it cannot be determined whether the machine favors any "type" 

of student . 



CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the results obtained in this study , the following 

major conclusions are presented: 

1. Subjects using the teaching machine made significantly greater 

achievement gains than did subjects not using the machine. 

2. The achievement gains of subjects scoring below the fiftieth 

percentile in verbal ability were as great, when using the teaching 

machine, as the achievement gains of subjects scoring above the fiftieth 

percentile in verbal ability, not using the machine. 

J . The achievement gains of subjects scoring below the fiftieth 

perc ~ntjle in study habits and attitudes were as great , when using the 

machinef as were the achievement gains of subjects scoring above the 

fiftieth percen tile in study habits and attitudes , not using the machine. 

4. There i s only a very slight indi cation that the machine compen

sates for verbal ab ility. The greater part of the evidence indicates 

that the machine makes no compensation for poor verbal ability . 

5. Correlations between achievement gains and verbal ability 

indicate that achievement gains are not independent of verbal ability 0 

6. The achievement gains of subjects scoring in below the fiftieth 

percentile in study habits and attitudes, when using the machine, were 

not significantly different from the achievement gains of subjects scoring 

above the fiftieth percentile when using the machine . This indicates 

that the machine compensates for poor study habits to a large degree o 

?. A comparison of the variability of achievement gains does not 

indicate that the machine is favorable to either the poor or the better 

student. 



SUMMARY 

Ob ,jecti ves 

The two major objectives of this study were: 

1. To determine the effectiveness of the teaching machine as a 

study aid at the college level . 

2~ To learn something of the student making the greatest achieve

ment gains . 

Methods and Materials 

The subjects consisted of lOJ general psychology students. These 

were divided randomly into two groups, an experimental and a control 

group. The experimental period lasted for seven weeks during which time 

sixteen chapters from a general psychology text were covered . Seven of 

these chapters received special consideration and consequently were refer

red to as experiment~l chapters, The remaining nine chapters were refer

red to as control chapters inasmuch as they did not receive any special 

consideration. One experimental chapter was covered during each of the 

seven weeks. In addition at least one, and sometimes two, control 

chapters were covered each week. 

At the beginnin g of the experiment a pre-test covering course content 

was given all subj ects in order to determine the initial knowledge of 

general psychology. Also given , during the experimental period , were 

measures of verbal ability , and study habits and attitudes . 

During the first class period of each week all subjects studied an 

assigned experimental chapter utilizing their own study methods. During 
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scheduled periods during the last tl-tree days of each week all subjects 

spent two fifty minute periods in review of the chapter studied the first 

of the week. The experimental group reviewed the material using the 

teaching machine, for which a review pror,ram had been prepared. The con

trol group reviewed the material utilizing their own study methods. At 

the end of the seven week experiment al period a final test was given to 

determine the amount of achievement gain registered by each S. 

During the experimental period accurate records were kept of student 

participation, and the number of hours spent in outside study. In order 

to controJ as many variables as possible , and leave the teaching machine 

as the only major uncontrolled variable, all subjects received exactly 

the same procedures with the one exception being that the experimental 

group used the machine in review and t l-te control group did not. 

Seventeen corollary hypotheses were used to test the objectives and 

experimental hypotheses previously outlined . The basic st a tistical 

device was a test of si gnificance of the differences between means using 

an analysis of V'lri:1.nce. When necessary, however j an an.:i.lysis of covar 

iance was employed to adju s t the final ~ean differences on the basis of 

the initial test differences. Also used were tests of sienificance of 

differences between correlations and standard devi a tions. 

Results 

J\n analysis of the results showed: 

1. That the experimental and control r,roups were closely comparable 

on initial testing. 

2. That those using the machine made significantly great er achieve

ment gains than did tLose not using the machine. 

J. That subjects in the bottom 50 percent in verbal ability and 
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study habits and attitudes did not perform significantly different, when 

using the machine , from subjects in the top 50 percent in verbal ability 

and study habits and attitudes not using the machine , 

4 , That the machine compensates only slightly , if at all , for 

verbal ability. 

5. That achievement gains made by subject s using the machine are 

not independent of verbal ability. 

6, That t he machine is very effective in compensating for poor 

study habits and attitudes . 

7, That the machine does not serve to red Jce the variability of 

achievement gains. 

Also considered was a review of the lite rature that relates to the 

te~ching machine movement, a discussion of the result ~, and also impli

cations and suggestions for additional research. 
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APPENDIX A 

CHAPTER 4 

FEELING AND EMOTION 

takP-n from 

.Morgan, Clifford T., Introduction to Psychology, 
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956 

INSTRUCTIONS: This tape is designed to serve as a study aid in understand
ing and mastering the information on "Feeling and Emotion" contained in 
Chapter 4. There are a total of 100 items on the chapter and they have 
been divided into two parts. The first part (Part 1) consists of 60 items 

and the second part (Part 2) consists of 40 items. About 100 minutes will 
be required to complete the 100 itemsQ 

Each item consists of three parts: (1) the question, usually of a short 
answer type, (2) the answer to the question, and (J) a discussion of the 
question including a page reference. 

Procedure: The handle must first be worked until Question number 1 appears 
in the lower half of the window. From this point on three steps are 
involved for each item: (1) You will read the question and will write your 
answer in the small open window to the right of the machine, (2) You will 
then work the handle once and in so doing the question will move to the 
upper half of the window as will also the answer. It will be observed that 
at this same time the correct answer will move from behind the black 
plastic shield in the lower right hand corner until it appears in the upper 
half of the window. Also, as the question moves into the upper half of 
the window a discussion of the question moves into the lower half. Thus 
you are able to see the question, your answer, the correct answer, and a 
discussion of the question. In some cases a discussion has not been given, 
but in every case there is a paee reference. You will note that there is 
a small hole in the plastic shield covering your answer. This m;cy-be 
used in marking your answer. (3) You will then work the handle two times 
and the next question will appear in the lower half of the window. 

The tape will move only one way while in the machine . ThereforeP if you 
desire to do further study on any topic , it will be necessary for you to 
take any desired notes on the topic or page reference at the tll!le the 
item appears in the window. The textbook may be used in connection with 
this tape . 
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1o About the only emotion that can be distinguished in the first few weeks 
after birth is 

This general excitement is about the same from one occasion to the next; it 
is not a specific response to any particular stimulus; it shows itself 
whenever the environment suddenly changes. p. 87. 

2o What is the earliest age at which a child generally can respond 
differently to pleasant and unpleasant experiences? 

At three months he responds to unpleasant situations with general signs 
of distress, but he responds to nursingf fondling, tickling, and rocking 
with smiling and general sir,ns of delight. p. 87. 

J. Once a child be gins to make a distinction between pleasant and un
pleasant experie nces the emotions begin ra pidly to differentiate, 
and by (eive age) he has a repertory of specific 
reactions to different situations. 

See page 87 

diffuse general 
excitement 

three months 

two years 
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4. Before any diversity of emotional reactions can be fully developed it 
is necessary that there must be control of muscles of the face, the vocal 
apparatus, and the body. All this then, it would seem, would depend upon 
the maturation of the 

--~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 

The control of the facial musclest the body, and the vocal apparatus 
are dependent upon the nervous system. This is one reason why it is 
felt that maturation plays an important part in emotional development. 
p. 88. 

5. It is probably true that patterns of emotion are dependent upon the 
(1) of certain centers in the (2) 

This is one reason why maturation undoubtedly plays an important role 
in emotional growtho Po 88. 

6. Emotional development does not depend entirely upon maturation, for 
it undoubtedly also depends upon~~~----~~~ 

You will recall the classic experiment of an eleven - month old boy named 
Albert. For detailed explanation of the experiment refer to page 88 
in the text. 

n rvous 
system 

1.maturation 
2 .bra in 

learning 
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?. The case of eleven-mont h old Albert illustrates that-------
(na~e the emoti on involved) can be learned. 

See pa1;e F38. 

8 . In the case of Albert , he learned to fear a ----------

Initially when Albert was shown the white rat he tad no unf avorable 
reacti ons , in fact he was quite interested in it and tried to play with 
it . p . 88 . 

9 0 In th e case of A.Hert , wr.at t wo objects or experiences were 
paired to produce this fe~r? 

Every time Albert was shown the rat , the experimenter sounded a loud noise 
to which Albert initially had shown definite fear reactions . p . 88 . 

fear 

white rat 

A white rat 
and a loud 

noise 



1 ) . Aft r \lr ert h:=td bf'en exposed to the rat and t he loud noise 
several tL~es, what was the result 7 

100 

Albert showed these fear reactions to the rat even thou P,h after a time 
the loud noise was not prE>sented along with t he rn t. r • 'iP. 

11. What happened when Albert was shown a rab bi t and ot her white or 
furry objects . 

This illustrates t hat through learning, whit , furry objects had become 
emotionally charged stimuli for Albert . This same concept is applicable 
in everyday experiencP . p . 88. 

1?.. In lo oking at the whole picture of emotional development it is rat her 
likely that it is a product of and O 

A further illustration of this is: The baby has many opportunities to learn 
in the first few months , yet he is slow in acquiring an emotional repertory 
as he is in walking and talking. p . 880 

Albert showed 
definite fear 
react ions to 

the rat . 

Albert be
came fearful 

maturation 
and 

learning 
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1. stirred - up 13. It is difficult to say precisely what emotion is because it has many 
different aspects . Four aspects that the text lists are: bodily state . 

It is a stirred-up bodily state because changes occur in our breathing, 
heart rate , circulation, and other physiological functionso It is 
something we do (a pattern of expression) because we smile 9 laugh, cry, 
cringe, etc. It is something we feel--happiness, disappointment, unpleasant
ness , elation, etc. It is a motive because it keeps us working toward some 
goals and avoiding others. p. 89 . 

14. The stirred-up or upset state that characterizes the more extreme 
emotions is (1) (easy , hard) to detect in the (2) 
organs of the body . 

You will recall the survey made of more th an 4,000 airmen who flew in 
combat during the Second World Waro They experienced a wide variety 
of bodily changes and were able to indicate many of the symptoms when 
asked . For detailed breakdown on these symptoms refer to page 89. 

15. The survey of 4 , 000 airmen who flew in combat during World War II 
indicated that the most common symptom experienced was ~~~~~~~~~0 

86% of the airmen responded in the affirmative that they had experienced 
this. The next most frequently experienced symptom was the muscles being 
very tense to which BJ~ replied in the affirMative. Po 89~ 

2. something we do. 
J. something we 
feelo 4o it is a 
motiveo 

1. easy 
2 . internal 

Pounding heart 
and rapid pulse 



16 . The part of the nervous system that initiates many of the bodily 
changes that occur in emotion is the~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~ 
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Because many of the bodily changes that occur in emotion are initiat ed by 
the autonomic system these changes are called autonomic changes . p. 89. 

Autonomic 
system 

170 The autonomic system consists of many leading from the brain 
~~~~~~-

and spinal column out of the various organs of the hodyi including 
particularly the blood vessels serving both the interior and exterior 
muscles , 

See page 89. 

18 . The autonomic system has two parts which usually work in opposition 
to each other . Name these two systems . 

These may not always be in opposition to each other but this statement 
c an be made as a generality . pp . RG-QO. 

nerves 

Sympathetic 
Parasympathetic 
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19 . (A) Which part of the autonomic system swings into play when we 
become emotional , or at least fearful or angry? (b) Which part of thP. 
autonomic system tends to be more active when we are calm and relaxed . 
(though sometimes it may be active in emotion) 

The sympathetic system incr eases the heart rate and blood pressure and 
distributes blood to the exterior muscles rather than to the digestive system . 
The parasympathetic system does many things that taken together~ build up 
and conserve the body ' s store of energy . Among them is the slowing of the 
heart 5 reduction of blood pressure , and dive r sion of blood to the digestive 
tract . p . 90. 

(a) sympathetic 
(b) parasympath 

etic . 



APPENDIX B 

SUPPLEMEUTI\RY TAPE 

CHAPTER 9 

PERSONALITY 

taken from 

Morgan. Clifford To, Introduction to Psychology, 
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co •• Ince 1956 

INSTRUCTIONS: This tape consists of several items designed to help you 
master some of the more significant terms used in the chaptero When you 
finish the two parts of the basic tape on the chapter you are encouraged 
to make use of this supplementary tapeo It should prove valuable in 
helping you master the information contained within the chaptero 

Each item consists of two parts: (1) a statementi or st~tementsf which is 
the definition for a specific term, and (2) the correct wordt or term, 
the statement is describin~o 

Procedure: Tre handle must be worked until statement nwnber 1 appears in 
the lower hal f of the window. You will read the statement and will then 
write the word you think it describes in the small open window to the 
right oft e machinee Upon working the handle again the statement will 
move to the upper half of the window as will also your responseo It 
will be observed that at this same time the correct answer will move from 
behind the plastic shield in the lower right hand corner until it 
appears in the upper half of the windowo At this point you are able 
to see the question, your response~ and the correct answer. You will 
note that there is~ small hole in the plastic shield covering your 
ans~er. This may be used to mark your answero You will then wory the 
handle one time and the next statement will appear in the lower half 
of the window. 



10 T~e extent t o which n met hod of measurement measures what it is supposed 
t o measure . Is expr~ssed in terms of a coefficient of correlation 
r epresenting the rPl ations hip of a set of measurements to some criter i on 0 

2 . A general term ref erring to any knowledge, skill, ~r capacity that 
can be demonst r ated by appropriate measurements . 

3o A ten dency t o re sr ond either positively (favQrabl y) or negatively 
(unf avorably) toward certain perso ns 0 objec t sv or situ ations 0 

4 . The traits , modes of ad,iustnent O and ways of behaving that 
characteriz e the i ndividua l and his re l ation to others in his 
environ.m en to 

5. One of the psychoses , characterized by fantasy 0 re~ressior 9 
hallucinations 0 delusiom; 5 .. nd gener .1.l withdrawal from contact 
wit h the person ' s environrnent 0 

Validity 
(page 647) 

Ability 
(page 624) 

Attitud e 
(pag e 626) 

Pers onality 
(page 638) 

Schizoph re nia 
(pa~e 64J) 



~ 0 A cl~s s of individuals alleged to have a particular trait; but 
a co'1cer t not accepted as valid by psych ologists because individuals 
ca'1not be ~rouped together into a few discrete classeso 

70 A pencil and paper test designed to measure different types of 
disturbances of personali t,, . This is an example of a test so 
constructed that fakinr, is difficult and that if faked it can be 
detected 0 

106 

Type 
(page 647) 

Minnesota Multi 
phasic Personal 
ity Inventory 

(page 222 ) 

80 The cust oms, habits, and traditions that characterize a people or a socia l 
groupo It includes the attitudes and beliefs that the gr oup has about 
imnortant aspects of its life 0 Culture 

(page 628) 

9 . A device wrich makes a recorrl 0f mov~ment. 
It may be used to measure heart beat f body swa;y, breathing , 
finger tremor, et c 0 

10 . In ~eneral~ the uniq11e organization of traitsf :.otives, and ways 
of bel,;iving that characterizes a pa-ticnl;i.r pers or ; in psychoanalysisf 
the conce- 1tion of the personality in terPJ.s of if!1> ego, and superegoo 

Kymograph 
(page 635) 

Personality 
structure 
(page 639) 



110 In psychoanalyti c theory , that which restr ains the act ivity 
of the ego and the ido This corresponds closely to what is commonly 
called conscience 9 it keeps a ""lerson working toward ideals 
acquired in chil dhood o 

1)7 

120 A pencil and paper test that neasures six major areas of a 
person ' s inter es t: theoritical 9 economic, aesthetic 9 social 9 political 9 

and reli gious . 

1J 0 In nsych oanalyti c theory , the asne ct of personality concerned 
with instinctual reacti ons for satisfying motives. This 
seeks imnedi a te grat if ication of mot ives with l ittle regard for th e 
consequences or for the re alities of lifeo 

14 0 Abi lity t o profit by tr ;iiningo 

15. In psychoanalys is, a term referring to the self and to ways of 
behaving and thinking realistic all y . I t del ays thP. sr1ti sf·iction 
of mot ives , when neces sary 9 and dire cts mot ives into socially 
acceptable channels. 

Superge 
(page 645) 

Allport - Vernon 
Stud y of Values 

(page 223) 

I d 
(p age 633) 

A.ptitude 
(page 625) 

Ego 
(page 629) 



16e ThP characteristic wa:y in which an individual attempts 
t o ~ati fy h i s m tiveAo 

170 In the study of personal adjustment , a tendency that i s 
i nherited or has a biological basis to develop certain personality 
disorders . Some individuals , for exanple 0 seem to have a 
biological predisposition for schizophren1A 0 

180 A oaner 1.nd pencil test measures "sense of humor" as a 
characteristic of personality o 

190 An 1snect of ner~0~ality that is re~son~bly ch~racteristi c of a 
person and di tinguishes hirr from many othPr oeop e

0 

10 

20 0 Mf'thod used in the study of personali t~, () in which a subject is 
prese~ted with a relatively ambiguous sti1"1ul 1s and asked to describe it in 
a meaningful way or to tell a story about it o 

Mode of adJust 
ment . 

(page 6J6) 

Predisposition 
(page 639) 

Catte l l - Lubor s}cy 
Test 

(pag e 224 ) 

Trait 
(page 646) 

Pr ojective 
method 

(page 640) 



APPENDIX C 

HOURS SPENT IN STUDY 

For week (Monday to Sunday) ended HAHE 
~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Directions: For each of the chapters listed ~ive the number of ho:irs snent i n init ial (Init 0 ) 

study and the number of houre spent in review (Rev.). Do t nis f or each day 0f t he week. Time 
studied should be expressed in terms of quarter hours or minut es , with t bei ng 15 minutes. 
Examples: 2} means 2 hours 15 minutes, 1} means 1 hour JO mi nute s c 

NOTE: THE INFORMATION GIVEN BELOW WILL HAVE ABSOLUTELY no EFFECT UPON YOUR GRADE IN THE COURSE 

Mondav Tuesday Wed a Thurso Frida v Sato Sunday TOTAL 
I nit Rev !nit Rev In i t Rev Init Rev I nit Rev I nit Rev I nit Rev I nit Rev 

Techniques of Study 

I. Science of 
Psvcholo.crv 

IIo Maturation and 

' 
I 

Development I 
I 

II Io Motivation 

IV. Feeling and I 

Emotion 
Vo Learning and 

Remel'lbering I 

VL Imagination and 
I Thinking 

VII., Attention anrl. I 

Perce nt ion 
VIII. Psychological I 

Measurement I 

IX. Personality 

x. Frustration and 
Conflict 

XII. Social Influence 
i on Behavior 

XIII 0 Attitu des and 
J "R .. 1;.,f'« - . 

I 



APPENDIX D 

Chapter 9 PERSONALITY 

I . Personality Characteristics 
A. Traits 
P . Types 
C. Abilities , attitudes, ~nd interests 
D. Motives 

1 . Basic Motives 
2 . Conflict of motives 

E. Modes of adjustnent 

IIo Methods of Measuring Personality 

III. 

Ao Pencil-and-paper tests 
1e Questionnaires 
2o Disadvantaees 
J . Minnesota Multiphasic Person-ility Inve'1tory 
4. All~ort-Vernon Scale 
5. Cattell-Lubor!='ky Test 

B. Situqtion~l tests 
c. Experiment~l meas~re~ents 
Do Personal interview 
Eo Rating scales 
F. ProjectivP methods 

1 .. The Torschach Test 
2 . Thematic Apperception Test 

How Personality Develops 
Ao Predispodtions 
B. Endocrine gl.mds 
Co Physique and temperament 
D. Abilities 
F, .. Culture 
F . Family 

IV. The Individual and the Self 
A. Individuality 

1. Uniqueness of personality 
2 . Continuity of Personality 
J . Personality changes 

B. Personality syndromes 
c. Personality structure 
D. The self 

1a Origin of the self 
2. Self-perception 
Jo The self and emotional adjustment 

V.. Summary 
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la !·!unger seems to result from chemical conditions in the blood because (1) huhger 
pangs am reports of hunger are associated (2) people without stomachs feel hunger 
t3) chemical changes associated with hunger are easily i~enti+-iFd and demonstrated 
( L.) all or these . . 

2o The maturation of the sex glands (1) occurs at puberty (2) is correlated 
with the appearance ot sexual interest (3) rletemines the appearance or 
secondar,- sex characteristics (L.) all of these. 

3o ~ocial techniques are (1) acqui1"ed through instrumental learning (2) innate 
c.:n leamed through classical conditioning (L.) used only by human beingso 

4o Repression (1) is quite distinct from forgetting (2) refe!'s to the 
aequisi tion of unpleasant motives {3) causes noti vea to be 11neon9cious 
(4) keeps us from fooling ourselves about our real motiveso 

5o Warmth., cold, and pain cif'fer from other basic factors which servo to motivate 
behavior in (1) the kinds of receptors involvai (2) the di tribution or 
the receptors involved (3) the types of instrumental behavior they initiate 
(h) all of theseo 

6a Behavior may be classi.f'ied as instinctive if it (1) occurs in the -presence of 
a phy ologieal drive (2)1~ ·unlearned (3) is complex (4) all of theseo 

7o Primary goals are similar to secondary goals in that (1) they are both 
learned (2) they both cause an animal to worko (.3) they lx>th satiatfy a basic 
pb1"siological need (4) they are both innate" 

Bo The motivational cycle usual~ starts with (1) consumnatory behavior (2) a 
lack or deficit within the . individual (.3) goalcodirected activity 01) random 
activity ( 5) instrumental behavioro 

9o The need for secur.lt," .. is best classified as a (1) primary need (2) af'filiative 
need (3) status need (4) innate need (5) none of these. 

lOo Social values (1) are consistant from one sociAty to another (2) vary f'rom 
culture to cul"bl.re (3) do not necessarily involve other people (h) are 
abrays enforced by law (5) are not influenced by wordso 

I Instrumental behavior (1) accomplishes some result (2) is a renex response 
(3) is an autonomic response (u) all of theseo 

l2o College students leam mazes at mat rate when co~red to ra·ts? (1) much 
more rapid~ than (2) somewhat more rapid]~· than (3) at ab0t1t the same rate 
as (4) more slowq thano 

l3o 'When school subjects aid in the solution of everyday problems., present 
day pscyhologists consider this a case or (1) retroactive f'acd.litation 
(2) formal discipline (3) negative transfer (L.) proactive facilitation 
(5) positive transfer. 

140 Geometry would be most effective in providing for transfer or training it 
(1) the theorems and solutions of Euclid were carefully memorized (2) learning 
were massed rather than distributed (3) general principles and steps of reasoning 
were emphasized (4) the teacher pointed out its applications,, 
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(4) interposition. 
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24. A 6-foot man 1 to lte 6 f t ven h n is in the distance nd 1 producin 
tua (1) illusion (2) con tancy a 11 r tinal e. Thia ia due to 

(3) die orti n (4) optical principl. 

25. anina tt ched to objects aids in () diacriaia i th (2) identifyil 
(3) r eri th (4) all of th 

260 Which of the followi ia an le of fi -around? (1) boo i -woogie 
(2) profil a (3) peraon'a 1IOV nta ( all oft a. 

27. A 110nocular c for deptb 
(3) conver ence (4) linear 

f ion (2) disparat hlagea 
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30. Th 110at · rtant of all f ctora det rminina attention and pre ption are 
(1 aize and 1110V nt (2) int naity and contrast (3) ta nd expectancies 
(4) none of th ae. 

31. nUllb r aa f.aned to rae at th r ce track beat exemplify which of th 
foll ina ac 1 a? (1) n inal (2) to rate and to c011par 3) ordinal 
(4) ratio. 

32. You can add nd subtract th numb r n (1) a IlOllllinal scale (2) an ordinal 
acale (3) an interval scale (4) all of the ... 

33. The first thina a atatiatician d a in order to construct a freq ncy 
di tribution is to (1) count th caaea (~) 1roup the ur nts into cla se 
(3) count of the -an (4) aake a hiatoar • 
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'11te bat IQ test to uae vith ntally ill perso ia the (1) Stanford-Bin t 
(2) W c.haler-Bellevue (3) Otis (4) Army Beta 

6!!o The WIOSt extensive factor-analytic studies of intelligence carried out in 

63. 

the United States were done by (1) Thuretone (2) Terman (3) Wechsler (4) Otis. 

t intell nee t .. ta are not auitable inat nts f:or c 
be1t:ween (1) different races (2) different cultural groups 

f differ nt educ tional backgr nd (4) all of these. 

aring abilities 
3) individuals 

64. Vi land cial Maturity Scale weights (1) social intelligence (2) vocational 
intell ence (3) &otb of these (4) neither of tbeseo 

65. obtained hy givi a teat to 1) normative group (2) reference 
(3) sta d dizatio aroup (4) valid t n group. 

660 The first cie tific tat of intelligence was diviaed by (1) Kellogg (2) Binet 
(3) Otia (4) a 

670 I i primarily a aeaaure of (1) ntal (2) chronolo:ical e 

68. 

(3) rte of montal <level nt (4) nonver 1 intallig nee tS) ultf:aate 
tent lo 

n eel n in (1) numerical ability (2) 
(3) ap tial c rehenaion (4) perception of 

ic and precf.ae moveaenta 
atial relationships. 

69.o tudy of children with · n IQ :bove 140, Tenuin found that 
ny ;iftcad childr n c fr underprivileged homes aa from 

us (2) all the gifted children c uperior adults 
(3) t se w o c failur usuall y bad tlonal probl (4) in the 
lona n gifted cbildr n r no more auccea ful than averag children. 

700 ral cbildr n do not score aa well on intelli ence t sta a urban children 
ec e (1) brighter f ili a migrate to the city (2) inte .. li1ence teats 

are t cultur .. fr (3) the tf.mulati nviro nt of the city raiaea 
subs ndard in 11 a•n (4) all of theaeQ 

710 The tJ~,ical work curve was obtained on a job involving (1) cleri~al work 
(2) he1vy ha1Xlt1ork (3) heavy physical labor {h) fine work 

720 1'11.ich nc of the following types of activities does not involve a warm-up 
is ft) intellectual activity (2) clerical work (.3) heavy hand work 
(4) n071e or theseo 

7.3o Recovery from fatigue (1) begins very slowly at first and graoually speeds 
up (2, is fa:J.rly rapid at first anrl then slows down (3) proceeds at an 
even pace (4) may be either (1) or (2) depending upon amount of fatigueo 

740 e feature 0£ work curves which can most often be considered psychological 
is (1) the warm-up effect (2) the error effect (3) the fatigue effect 
( 4) the b ... ginrdng spurt. 

750 faeces ve fatigue is least likely to cause a decrease in work performance 
when the ubjcct (1) knows he is being tested (~:) is working unsupervi~ed 
(3) has m1ow a beginning spurt (i.J) is working under normal conditions., 

760 Maximum total production from an in<'ivic1ual can be gotten by having him 
work about {l) 25 to 33 hours per week (2) 36 to 1t4 hours P.r week 
(3) 48 to Sh hours per week (h} 5u to 60 hoursQ 

\ 



In studies of industrial illumination it has been l()..amed that (1) it is 
better to err on the side of too much illumination (2) reducing illumination 
can make production go up (3) indirect illttminati n is best (h) all or theseo 

780 The temperatures considered comfortable (1) are higher in winter than summer 
(2) beco e lower as the humidity rises (3) are lower in sumner than in winter 
(4) become higher as the humidity rises. 

790 Experiments show ~~t the major effect of going without slee for Ii days 
as measured by systematic tests was a change 1 ( 1) intelli 7ence test 
perfo ce (2) cores on special psychological tests (3) notivation and 

ersor lity (4) g., eral efficiency. 

800 In s work s1 tuation where a change in a person• s bebavio ~ carmot be 
obse ed, fatigue effects can be shown through (1) piloeree\,ion (2) pupil 
dial.a ion (.3) oxygen consumption (4) cannot e shown any o·Gher way except 
as it shows up in a persons observable behavio (lowering of oo.tpnt, errors, etc.) 

Blo A per n who think he has good evidence forte way he thin cs has an 
(1) a · itude (2) belief (3) opinion (4) prejudiceo 

820 The pe on who associates only with •his own k d" is preserving his attitude 
by m s of (1) withdrawal (2) social suppor (3) both of these 
(4) neither or theseo 

8.3. In c struct~t-.i a scale, Likert uses (1) members o the target gronp 
(2) ex ts (3) ·psychologists (4) a panel of jurlgeso 

840 Open- poll questions are usually ~cored. (1 according to a designated 
code 2),. according to the length and intelligrmce of the answer (3) by 
neut l observers with tabulating machinP-s (4 by the persor giving the 
answer 

85. !!ost 1 ~e scale public-opinion polls now use (1) questionn ires sent by 
mail (2) the red comparison method (3) quota saMJ)ling (4) random 
samp go 

860 A char cteristic of propa~anda is that it is (1) good (2) tad (3)not 
necess rily good or bad \1!) usually both good anrl bad sinmltaneouslyo 

87 To as 3SS th influence of various cul tnral differences on atti tu<ies we 
ould most likely use (1) folk tales and proverbs (2) a factor analy'sis 

(3) c l.&tio al methods (4) sociological mcthodso 

88. The cal individual (1) has enough facts t form his mm opinions 
(2) t 1y authority for his facts (3) is ~eldom misl d by the facts 
(h) u ally has had enough contact with the ob ect of his prejudice to 
justi • ito · 

890 Prestige suggo:!tion (l) is merely an in~tanee of our reliance on authorities 
(2) al r a person's perception (3) involves 1<1entifieation with a leacler or 
idol 4) all of these. 

90. The "s ck in trade" of the pro?.lgandist is (1) distorted facts (2) social 
sugges ion (3) leaded words (u) appeal to needs. 
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lo The mating or siblings is biological~ poor practice becau (1) all the 
children would be or the same sex ( 2) defective recessive r,enes would tend 
to be paired (3) recessive traits would tend to hecome dominant (4) it is 
against the law of nature. 

2o Nature provides a nmarg1n of safety' in the maturation process by (1) maturing 
organs well in advance of the t ·ime they· are needed (2) mald.n1 basic renexes 
possible before they are n::eded (3) readying elementary fornuy>f' behavior 
2 to 4 momths ahead of time (1i) all of theoo. · 

3o In one stucJ.y cm. maturation it was observed that chicks who were k in th 
dark for S d81's after hatching and then te ted on their aceu1 a eking 
(1) failed to pECk accurately about 25 per cent or the time (2 were l)?'actical]y 
perfect . (3) de more errors than new~ hatched checks (4) needed a little 
practice to beco e perf~cto ' · 

F 4o The edian age or ~hildren. develot>ing a certain skit refe . to the 
(1) age at which all normal children ve dev ped th skill (2) age t whic 
hal.f the children have developed the : skill (3) age beyonrl m eh it is _ 
difficult for the child to dev lop the sld.11 C1.i) age by' which 75% of the children 
have developed t ald.llo 

F 5,, Heredity is determined l?,' the part of the chromos e called the (1) eytoplamn 
(2) gene (3) nucleus Ch) enz.lllle. 

f 60 To be color-blind, a man must receive a gene tor color blindness (1) trom 
hi mother (2) from his father (3) fran both his mother and rather 
(4) from his gramrathero 

7o The first stage in the development of the sensory motor arc is one in which 
(1) sense organa connect with the nervous system (2) the nervous fl'" stem sends 
down nerves to the nmscles (3) the sense organ, nervous syr,ten., and muscles 
develop separately with no connection between them (4) none f theseo 

Bo We may co cl de from s'b· dies of maturation and learning that (1) maturation 
determines the rate and limit of mental developnent (2) it s useles to 
"puehtt a child fa ter than his schedule of maturation permit (3) the fullest 
develoJ1Dent of an mdividual depends upon learning (4) all f theseo 

9 

10 

luo 

In co-twin control studies, (1) experience is held constant (2) heredity i 
held constant (3) rratemal twine are separated to imre tigate environmental 
difference {4) identical twins are given exact:cy. the same training opport'tl!d.tieso 

The first type or sentence to b u b.Y children consists oi.. (1) on'q a 
noun and a ver (2) two or three unrelated words (3) a smel word 
(4) a tence repeated from an adulto 

Children from 2-12 years of age tend to show the most fear when exposed to 
(1) strange things (2) animals (3) noises (4) threats 

Phobias am amd.ety are similar in that (1) they both are based on fear 
(2) they are both based on generalization (3) they are both ~ecific 
(4) they are both easily overcome~ 

Probably the most important source of frustration is (are) (1) environmental 
obstacles (2) unattainable goals (3) motivational conflict n~> personal 
failureo 

The gle emotion which 1Jresent i an infant far the first rew weeks i 
(1) ang (2) . (~ excit ( n ea 



The most common symptom in fear, ~s observed in combat f~l is (1) a 
pounding heart and rapid pulse (2) feeling weak or faint (3J f'eeling sick 
to the stomach (4) trembU,ng. 

160 Adrenalin (1) has ~ effect similar to the sympathetic s,"stal (2) increases 
heart rate am bl~ pressure (3) aids in making more energy available to 
muscle (4) 11 of' these., 

17~ Bodiq changes are only easily distinguished between (1) mil.4 and severe 
emotional states (2) fear and anger (.3) rear and anxiety (4 any intense 
emotional states 

18a Judge looking only at facial e,q>ressions of er.1otion can best distinguish 
(1) surprise from fear (2) anger from fear (3) pleasant from unpleasant 
emtions (4) orrow from a~ero 

190 The el ent in laughter-provoking situations that is most clearly recognized 
as imp rtant i (1) incongru.it,- (2) pathos (3) nov~lty (4) aggression. 

200 When a per on indicates a pre!erenoe between two things, it 1. an ·example or 
the me od of (1) rating (2) order of merit (3) paired comparisons 
C 4) none or theseo 

210 Learning and thinking are closely related because (1) many learning probl 
penni t thinkir1g (2) many thought problems penni t learning ( ) thinking 
usually results in learning (4) all or these. 

22 o The imageles -thought hypothesis led to two important ideas a X>Ut thinldJJg. 
They e: (1) t,idetic imagery and set (2) set and unconsei011 processe 

thinlc1.ng (3) functio l imagery and central processes (h set · and 
mental maps 

230 For Wa"' , the impo t aspect of tlrlnldng wa (1) the set 2) a ~ociation 
(3) cle responses (4) imagesc, 

240 The purpose of the delay -reaction technique is to (1) see how long an an l 
can thhold its respons (2) force the nimal to use ~bo · c oce se · 
(3) s dy the effects of delaying reward (h) eliminate probl , solving on the 
part of the an lo 

25u Five-,y r-ol children can indef'initely extend sequences in t 1e cloubl 
alte tion problem because (1) they count and use language ~2) they haw 
aceumu. ted experience with double altemation (3) they have developed the 
s e Sl o c processes a animals ( 4) they have learned to think in 
opposites. · 

260 Proble ol g by insight may be distinguished from problem 30lving by rote 
in th · (1) solution by insight requu-es past experimce (2) elution b;y insight 
is mo echam.cal (3) solution by insight may be more novel (4) solution 
by rot al s precedes solution b;r insighto 

270 Reasoning differs from thinking in that (l) reasoning is pro>lem solving 
(2) re· so~ing is a strict:cy- human ability (3) reasoning invo :ves putting 
two or more elements of pa.st Etjcperience· together to make som ing nev 
( 4) they do no.· cliff er •. 

280 or the following the one which is learned earliest in lite 1o (are) (1) the 
rules of lode f 2) ff..:...:p~u .ae:sce:.i.~'tiou (3) rea80Ding (h) prejudice. · 



290 Cooperative problem solving by' groups or people often has an actvantare over 
imividual problem mlving becau$e (1) it provides more incentive to su~eed 
(2) it saves man-hours (3) two people can utilize language (u) two different 
people may not possess the same hindering set. 

300 Factor ]ysis involving a large nUJllber or traits sel"V'es to 1) rlefine a ~di tional. 
traits (2) ort out u eless traits (3) find a f'ew bade traits that dll 
describe behavior cl quateq ( 4) all of theseo 

31o Ao cording to the trait approach to peraonal11;J', the beha'rlor r an rd.dual 
(1) can be predicted from single act (2) is determined by his type 
(3) can be considered t fall along contimmm (4) none or ese 

320 The test which ssesses !3UCh traits as depression and parano on the basis 
or hov onna.1 and mental~ 111 people answered the questions is the (1) 
Allpo :Vernon ~cale (2} Minnesota !'11.tiphasic Personallt,' Invento?'7 
(3) Cattell-Luborslq' Test (h) the Situational Test. 

33. The effects of glands on personality (1) are comonly observ (2) are on the 
whole quite negligible (3) are seen only 1n dramatic cases o ov~ Qr 

underde elo . t of gland (4) are seen most dramatically in the case of th 
thymlls glando 

340 Persona ty i relative~y continuous and unchanging because or (1) learning 
(2) end t (3) soci l roles (4) all or the! -!>ove three (,) per onalit)" 
is not rela ive]y continuous and unchangeableo 

350 Embcdd patterns in designs cannot be seen ea ly by individuals who are 
(1) big :cy, suggestible (2) inclined to be practical (3) veey dominant 
(u) sit ation-b O 

360 An ex.ample of a determinant on the Rorschach te t is (1) seeing animals 

370 

38 

39 

(2) us g sh (.3) re:rponding to a part of the blot (4) a 1 of these. 

The fa t y ur personality appears different to different peq,le means 
(1) tha · person lity is not really continuous (2) that your personalit,' 
change s you associate with different person (3) that each judge or your 
person ity o serve you m a diftere t context ·(4) ,,all or 

To be r ingful, personality ch racteristics mst be (1) r etori 1 and 
charae-t ristic (2} distinctive and comprehensive (3) comprehensive and 
facto l (4 characteristic and distinctive. 

To st lead rship durina the ;-econd Worlcl ~-Yar, the Office of ~trategic 
~ervioe used (1) pencil d-paper tests (2) situation tests (3) projective 
tests 4) mtten personalitr inventories (5) none of these. 

The type of th apy to which free association 1inost essential is 
(1) psycho- aly a (2) irective reeducation (3) rlistributive analysis and 
synthe (4) elien·c....centeredo .· 

e:t cy or ·che patient to .. xpremr toward the therapist those emotions 
associated with others is knmm as (1) rapport (2) atharsis 

sterence (4) rem.stanceo 

u2o A ,ooc1 general principle to tollot-1 in dai~ living 1s (1) "be realistic" 
(2) "never compromise your ideals" (3) "don't get mad.ff (4) "ana~e yourself". 



430 ~ociew as a ·whole ould benefit moat from (1) psy-chothm-aw for the chronicalq 
ill (2) psychotherapy for the severeq disturbed (3) psychotherapy- tor the 
nd.ld psychon~tic ( 4) pqchological mipport for the . Vf:!17 young am very old o 

440 SUggcstion and hypnosis can be used eff'ectiveq onq (1) if the patient is 
easiq l\Jpnotiied . (2) if temporary ntlief is needed (3) in conjuncti11D w1 th 
other p97chotheraw (h) all or th~ above. 

450 Psychodrama is used as a technique (1) without an audience 2) with .an 
·audienc~ that participates 1n the drama (3) with an audience oi: patimts 
themselves the objects of theraw (l,) all of theseo 

L6o The greatest success with pl&7 and release theraw has been achieved by
(1) emphasizing reeducation (2) avoiding much direction (.3) emp~sizing 
cliroction ( 4) avoiding a 11 a1rectiono 

47 o Useful work reduces conflict and frustration l?J' (1) satisfying some goals 
(2) weakening sane goals (.3) both of those (h) neither or these. 

IU3o The main a flrl of the ollsnt-oentered therapist is (1) to help the per~on . 
express his feelings freely (2) to interpret past experiences (3) to focus 
on l·m&t the therapist sees as the client•s problem (4) to provide a dependent 
relationship. 

49. The current trem in psychotheraw is toward (1) tr~tllent or those hsrlng 
mild neuroses (2) treatment or those having severe p910hotic disorders 
(3) the use · of drugs and surgery in treatment (4) recOJr1Ytending hospitalization 
as a treatment tor those having mild nmroseso 

50o Beliefs are often stronger than logic because of ( i) the weakness or the 
basic laws or logic (2) the conditioning history of the individual (3) the 
fact th t beliefs are usua~ more correct than logic (b) all or theseo 

51 Probably the need best served by prejudice is the need fee (1) af~iliation 
(2) independance or dependaney according to how7on look at it (3) status 
( 4) canpanionship ( 5) ttention . 

520 Most social institutions develop because people (1) need companicmship 
(2) must defend th elves (3) havo common :interest {5) want to follow 
a lead • 

~3o In pres t-day industrial conflicts the power motive is (1) no longer or 
impo .. (2) Openly aclmowledged (3) unc1er cover but still operates 
(4) none or theseo 

51!$ A rea o_ ble eoal for cealing trl.th social contlicts is (1) to eliminate th 
completeq (2) to channel them into productive paths (3) to educe their 
destructive consequences (4) all ot theseo 

SSo Mi:x:1ng or mite and Negro soldiers in~ units during the ~e ond Uorld War 
resulted (1) a reduction or prejudice (2) an increase in prejudice 
(3) ineftecti units (4) intermarriagesn 

560 An attitude c · be said to be stereotyped only if it is (1) avorable to 
one_~icul.ar group (2) held generall7 by members of a group (3) based 
on ro-re ot tacts (4) all or theseo 



57 • The extent to 1ich prejudice will result 1n the 'Jegregation or a minority' 
depends most on the (1) strength ot the prejudice (2) true charaeteristics 
or the minority (3) identi.fiabili v or the minorit,. (h) economic d.if'ferences 
fu.MMeEm tJlo orit,. and the m1.norityo 

$80 The goals or objectives upon which the member8 or a political party can agree 
are largely dependent upon th (1) party -platform (~) size of the party 
(3) party' camidate (4) strErtgth of the part,". 

S9o Anti~emitic students were found to have (1) more than average aggre,sf.ve 
needs (2) more than average sexual needs (3) both of these (4) none 
these. 

600 In prej dice 4 which of the foll~g defense mechanisms is particularly 
l)romlnent? \l) reaction formation (2) projection (3) clisp'la ement 
C4) regression (5) none or these. 

610 Two general ~proachcs to developing tests or interests are (1) enmirical ard 
theoretical (2) practical and rational (3) scholastic and vocational 
(h) personal and social 

620 Hoving pictures are best used in analyzing jobs that are (l) highly conrple,c 
(2) impossible for expei-t job analysis to pertorm (3) highly repetitive 
(4) 11 or theseo 

630 The supervisor s h>uld cammmicate ·with his anpl07ees by (1) giving information 
in 'a few large doses (2) using technically correct 1~ (3) telling 
ths what they shou d know when they should know it {4) leaving problems or 
c cation to pr ~essional writerso 

64 ~upervisors do not know how their ratings will turn out when they use 
(l) etficieney reports (2) man-to-man rating (3) farced-choice techniques 
( 4) rat g reports. 

650 l\1h or ers rank pay as important to them1 they want (1) higb rate or pq 
(2) high total pay (3) fair pay in canp!lrlson dth other people (h) none 
of these 

66 The wid st r :>e or ACC!' scores occur among (1) el~cians (2) teachers 
() f ers (4) erso 

67 Construe on of a n te dit.fers fr t e validatio or an existing test in 
that (l) no tc1~ group is used with new s (2) new test require an 
analysis for indi vi iual · 1 t (3) no criterion group is required for an 
existing test (4) existing tests require an lysis for each item. 

680 A grade r C the ~trong test indicates that an individual's interests agree 
with tho 01 h ~er or a professional group? (l) an average 
(2) mo (3) r (4 virtually al.lo 

690· The info tion en an application blank can be con idered to be (1) quantitative 
(2) qualita v (3) complete:cy- relevant (4) always necessary- (S) none of t se 

700 The st peci:tic d of achievement test is (1) a psychomotor test 
(2) t~ d (3) an intelligence test (4) a clerical-apti de test 
(.5) none or theseo 
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